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Senator Beveridge and Insur- Manneuvers at Dennewitz of Restoration to Public Domain to And That Jake Levy, Former Annual Holocaust Begins Early Says Postmaster Burke About
Hotel Man May
More Than Ordinary Inin the Season and Causes
Go Into Effect March
Story of Opposition to
gents Back Him in New
Run Hotel.
Much Damage.
Route.
terest to Visitor.
Demand.
1, 1911.
That the Claire hotel has been
President
May .11. Seven'
The matter of the establishment of
Bayfield, Wis.,
Washington. May 11.
- forest
Brothto- Taft has issued a proclamation rearsold
Graham
are
and
that
fires
William
finally
raging north and automobile mail route between Santa
Emperor
day witnessed a mimic battle in which ranging the boundary lines of the Gila ers of Albuquerque are the buyers, northwest of Bayfield. The entire Fe and Taos came up before the Board
In ac- was the rumor on the street Hiis morn- - country is enshrouded in smoke. The of Trade last night and Secretary
12,(100 men of the German army engag- forest reserve in New Mexico.
Tocordance with a joint agreement re ing. A traveling man who requests that forest fires have leveled half of the Owen explained briefly the result of
ed in the vicinity of Denniwitz.
reached by the department of his name be not mentioned, stated to town of Mosine, Marathon county.
efforts along this same line during the
lncy r0(e over lne maneuver-jcentlre- - a
believed
Grand Maris on the north shore of iast year, and state, that
j
flelll of" some twenty square miles the interior and agriculture, the.
reporter of the New Mexican that he
and observed the working out of the serve will be stripped ot 2h,U acres saw the telegram Lust night from Ellis, Lake Superior, is believed to have the postotlice department had come to
me puuue the proprietor, closing the deal with bet n destroyed by forest fires which the conclusion not to establish the
state.
army problem rhP Wn nf the evolu- - which wi.l lie restored to
In committee of the whole of the tions was admirably adapted to bring domain on March 1, 1911. The proc- Graham Brothers.
were advancing on it last night.
route. He voluntarily offered to go
House on the state of the union, the out the resources of officers and men. lamation also provides for the addiAll Night Battle With Flames.
This same salesman stated that
out with any committee and secure
tion to the reserve of 21,3:11 acres. Graham Brothers had offered to lease! Duluth, May 11. A wireless mes- whatever data was necessary, if there
bill to quiet title to the Refugio ColoWill Be at King's Funeral.
will be
Withdrawal of New Mexico Lands. the
ny Grant in Dona Ana
property to Jacob Levy, formerly sage from Grand Marais says that the was any possibility of results being
Washington, D. C, May 11. Theothe next bill to be called.
Washington, May 11. A temporary manager of the European hotel in Al- town is safe after an all night battle secured.
cable
Roosevelt
by
dore
accepted
today
withdrawal from the public domain buquerque, if he would run it as a with the forest fires.
Tomorrow the Senate i otnmittee on
Postmaster Edward C. Burke was
the
by President Taft to from all forms of
disposal of 419,901 hotel
judiciary will meet to consider the ue aappointment
Poorhouse in Path of Flames.
manner.
in
called upon to explain the attievery
'then
iu
nrjjivovn.. acres in New Mexico was made by
special ;uiiuoauui
New Mexico judgeships.
ot
Houghton. Mich., May 11. Forest tude of the postofficp department with
There have been so many reixirts
the
funeral
at
States
the
United
Secr;tary
aid
of proposed
Hon. Thomas B. Cati;:n, Judge EdB;lllinger in
for weeks and months about the Claire fires have become a menace to the respect to the establishment of the
King Edward in London on May 'u
ward A. Mann and Colonel E. W.
legislation affecting the use and dis- hotel changing hands that little atten- county poor farm buildings at L'Anse route.
Mr. Burke said:
are here in the fight over the con- First Civilian to Review German )OSition of petroleum deposits on the
tion was paid to them. It is said that and fifty men worked all last night
"Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of
firmation of Judge John R. McPie and
Troops.
public domain. The withdrawal was a
well known real estate firm of this and today in beating out the flames. the Board of Trade: Immediately upJjj. C. Abbott and the tilling ot the va
Berlin, May 11. When the opera-- ; )iased upon field investigations just
had an option on the hotel until The inmates of the poor house were on assuming the duties of postmaster
city
cancy caused by the resignation ot tions were completed ine omceib auuve completed.
5
to sell it but removed to private homes in the
I made an examination of the files ot"
Pending examination and classifica-bein- May and made effortswas one rumor
Judge A. W. Cooley, Colonel Dobson the rank of major who had taken partwithout
success.
There
ithe
office to learn what preliminaries
Muehtion the secretary has withdrawn
mentioned prominently for the in the maneuvers assembled on
for
sold
hotel
the
that
$2S.0U,
been gone through with towards
had
finally
of
5(51
land
acres
of
from
coal
criticisms
179,
the
to
entry
hear
place.
jlenberg Hill
AUTOMOBILE RACE
establishment of the Santa Fe-- ,
the
Foundation for Scientific Tariff Re-- J the emperor and umpires. "When the in Utah, which, it is believed, contain but real estate men who appear to
MEETING AT CHEYENNE.
was
if
that
know
it
this
and
Taos
say
automobile mail route. I could
deny
ot
coal.
valuable
emper-the
vision.
deposits
comments had been made,
sold it certainly brought $32,000.
lea
In aid ot proposed legislation
nothlnS definite from the hies
President Taft will probably cause or in a loud tone of voice called out:
-11.
the
With
Cheyenne, Wvo., May
a
The
hotel
has
been
1 tlle
water
practically
with the
of
communicated
lul
the
a new party complication in his ef
power
disposal
I
have beenlfecting
friend Roosevelt,
weather and track conditions perfect
of sites
fort to obtain an appropriation of greatly pln-nlj- n
puDiic domain, Mr. iiai- rooming house for a year as no meals for fast driving, it is expected that nl'st assistant postmaster general askrihmv VP"
a
is
were
substantial
withdrawn
served
there.
It
and
be
matter
taken
the
up
that
$250,000 to enable the new tariff board our Germantrops.
linger
You are the hrst
some world's records will be equalled ing
to ascertain the difference in cost of civilian who has reviewed our sol- from all forms of disposition 3,22:1 looking structure on the plaza, and is or
benefits to
broken at the automobile race meet explaining fully the great
production ihere and abroad, and thus diers!" Turning to the officers, he acres of land along the Missouri made of brick and is fitted up with ing today, on the four mile dirt course be derived therefrom not only by the
this route and through
lay the foundation for another tariff said: "W:e are honored today in hav river, Montana, and 1,347 acres along stream radiators and electric lights. of the Cheyenne Motor Club. The
It has the only elevator in the city
revision on accurate and scientific inalso the people of
but
this
of the Tuolumne river, Ca'ornia.
colonel
valley,
the
here
Oldfield's
be
will
distinguished
main
feature
Barney
not been put
formation. It was said today that the ing
has
this
Fe.
though
luxury
in addition thereto
And
Santa
salutamilometer the half a mile
Rough Riders!" Parting
President would have the opposition the
in use for some time it is said. It has attempts to
would save
the
postoflice
department
were exchanges, and the HOW INTERNATIONAL PEACE
tions
then
two
hundred
a
in
and the mile records
42 rooms and was built f. V
of Representative Paine, Dalzell, Ford-neeurs
or
POSSIBLE.
BECOMES
in
left
several thousands of dollars each yea'
and other high protectionists in emperor and imperial party
more ago. J. Lacome is the present horse Bens machine.
while Mr.
well. I understand that some of
jas
the House. The plan is that advoca- automobiles for Fostdam,
Former Secretary of State Says That manager and lessee. It is said his FOUR THOUSAND ACRES
Berlin.
to
the
Roosevelt
returned
postmasters along the proposed
ted by Senator Beveridge. lease on the hotel holds until SeptemWars With Spain, Mexico and
UNDER CULTIVATION. routes are opposed to the change.
The insurgents are backing up the
ber l.
England Were Unnecessary.
Why? Is. it reasonable to suppose that
President in his demand for the approSpecial to the New Mexican.
What Manager Says.
SHAKES
EARTHQUAKE
11. It is 'anyone would oppose the establish-reporteN.
Fort
M.,
May
Sumner,
and
reviof
another
priation
promise
When seen this afternoon, Manager
INLAND OF HAYTI.
Hartford, Conn., May 11. John W.
that Clovis capital is to be ment of a daily service, whereas they
sion, which they assert contains the
Foster, former secretary of state in Lacome said to a reporter: '
for the erection of a ' are now furnished with a
here
invested
elements
of
in
the
brightest
ihope
"If the hotel has been sold, I do
Santo Domingo Reports Shock But No an address here yesterday beforejitbe
service? There's a
The
hall.
organization of the or
coming congressional campaign.
New England
arbitration congress not know anything about it. It is true large
Loss to Life or Property
The people do
in
makes
of
a
the
the
ger
larger
guard
Cameron
of
Arizona
has
Delegate
raised the question whether it was that my lease holds until September 1. hall
Occurred.
There are
the
necessary.
oppose
change!
jnot
introduced a bill in the House authorreasonable to expect peace among the We all know there have been lots of An old timer here has warmed some other reasons which are obvious. Now.
and
the
of
izing
directing
secertary
Santo Domingo, May 11. A severe nations, and stated mat the prevailing rumors about the hotel property cold feet
by predicting that Fort, if you gentlemen take this matter up
the treasury to pay the sum of $5,000
was felt here at 3 o'clock answer to the question would be in changing hands, but if Graham Brothearthquake
Sumner will have more people in five an(1 secure the data which the govern- to W. P. Dalton for injuries sustained this morning. No loss of life nor dam- the negative.
ers have
secured the property years (than, Clovis. Of course the;ment has asked for and a report is
at Laguna Dam, Ariz., on November age to property occurred but reports After combatting this position at it is news Teally
to me."
ground for this belief is the fact that sent in wnjCh fully covers the sub- 16, 1908, while in the employ of the from the interior have not been re- some length, Mr. Foster took up the
When asked as to the estimated our gravity irrigation system makes
iject and wnich l wiu be glad t0 pre.
United States reclamation service.
three foreign wars in which our cost of building the hotel Mr. Lacome us
ceived.
of the weather, i nere parej
independent
feel confident that in four
Will Investigate Abuse.
country has engaged, and discussed said he had heard it was $00000. It is are over four thousand acres in culti- Fleeing in Alarm.
montns. time tne Santa
daily
1812
with
detail.
war
The
in
of
them
11.
11.
San
Jose, Costa Rica, May
Just before
Washington, May
said that he has paid more than $3,000 vation under tne canals this year.
antornonilp Illail SPrvioe will he a
adjourning last night the senate adopt Heavy earthquakes were felt here to- Great Britain, Qie contended, although a year rent for the hotel.
reality. Senator Penrose, chairman
ed a substitute for the resolution look- day and thousands of persons are justified under international law, was
SIX SOLDIERS SHOT
comof the postofftce and
ing to an investigation of abuses of leaving the city in alarm. A series of entered upon against the 'better judg- GERONIMO'S BAND NOT
BY
SALOON
DOWN
KEEPERS.
mittee, together with Delegate Anthe franking privilege which was in- severe shocks was experienced yester- ment of the country.
WANTED IN NEW MEXICO.
pri drews will see that the people of Santa
Beaufort, S. C, May
President Madison and a large mintroduced yesterday by Senator Stone day.
vates of the 127th coast artillery, were Fe and surrounding territory are given
in
of Missouri. The substitute authorizcongress
opposed
ority
strenuously
Two Americans Among Dead.
The meeting of the Board of Trade shot and wounded from ambush today ever consideration and will assist any
es an investigation into the special
San Jose, May 11. The authorities it, and it was only entered upon under last
evening was largely attended and and later two others were shot by proposition you may make which will
lead of a party known as the
case covered by the Stone resolution continue work among the ruins of tne
-men believed to be keepers of "blind tend towards the betterment of postal
Hawks" at the head of whom interesting.
War
wlhich has reference to the circulation
Carthage. Many livin gpersons have were
In the absence of the president, tigers" and who have been selling conditions in New Mexico."
C. Calhoun
John
Clay,
of a pamphlet in defense of the
Henry
been rescued from the debris. It is
and other young public men, with the Hon. B. M. Read presided, and Frank whisky to soldiers off the government
tariff law.
Mr. Davies moved that a commitreported that two Americans are boast that we would dictate a peace Owen acted as secretary in the
t reservation at Fort Fremont. All will
tee be appointed with authority to examong the dead.
recover.
sence of Dr. J. A. Rolls.
Quebec.
pend whatever sum might be necesPROSECUTION ATTACKS
Five days after congress declared
In response to the invitation of the
sary towards the securing of the data
DEFENSE IN HYDE CASE.
war and long before tfhe news reach-- j ' Albuquerque Commercial Club, Mr.
requested, and if necessary asked that
ed England, the orders in council, Cooper was elected delegate to the
or two persons be selected to
Witnesses Rebut Testimony That Had TRAVELED FAR
which were the main cause of the war, meeting to be held relative to the wa-DASHED one
make a canvass of the proposed
Been Offered on Behalf of the
were repealed. Peace was made with- - ters of the Rio Grande.
route, securing subscriptions to boxes,
Accused Physician.
out settling a single question about
Mr. E. C. Burke, Rev. F. W. Pratt
etc. Motion was duly seconded and
Kansas City, Mo., May 11. Deterwhich the contest was begun. Never and Mr. H. A. Cooper were elected to
TD
carried unanimously.
mined attacks were made by the state
was a war more fruitless in its conHon. R. L. Baca and
membership.
clusion. It was neither inevitable nor Mr. Otero were tellers. Postmaster
today in the Dr. Hyde murder trial
The chair appointed Frank Owen
upon Mrs. B. C. Hyde's story regardand E. P. Davies a committee to act,
necessary.
Burke made a very interesting state
In the judgment of history the war ment
ing the "whereabouts of her brother
regarding the automobile route Picked Up for Dead by Far and report as soon as possible.
Cover Twenty-Tw- witfh
Thomas Swope on tne night of De- Educators
Mexico was provoked on our part to Taos. He believed that with proper
mer Near Center,
cember 18, and the testimony of Dr.
Hundred Miles in and was largely inspired by the spirit effort it could be established.
FINE GROWING WEATHER
of slavery extension.
Hyde's chemists in relation to the forDavies were ap
Owen
Messrs.
and
IN LUNA COUNTY.
Kentucky
Counties.
mation of hydrocyanic gas in a corpse.
Eighteen
The war with Spain had some of
as a committee to
Mrs. James H. Clinton of Independthe characteristics of that of 1812, in pointed
Dr. P. K. Connaway Puts Hundred
a successful result.
ence, swore that Mr. Swope telethat the president was strongly op- in obtaining
DROP
sub
the
ESCAPING
Acres Into Beans Will Irrigate
Morrison
up
brought
Judge
PEOPLE posed to a resort to arms, and strugphoned Dr. Twyman from her resi- ADDRESSED 14,000
IASJAOSED
in
the
With Gasoline Pump.
of
the
changes
proposed
dence on December 18, at the time
ject
gled for peace to tne last, and it was
Palace, which he
when Mrs. Hyde testified he was at
congress and an excited press thlt Ben Hur room in themost
valuable as Balloonist Forbes and AstronoDeming, N. M., May 11. The farmMrs. Swope's residence with her. Mrs. Another Candidate Looms Up unnecessarily forced hostilities. The called Santa Fe's
ers
of
of Luna county are jubilant over
set.
A
committee
consisting
Clinton said Mr. Swope held somemer Letts Are the
Spanish government would in the end
For the Vacant Supreme
the fine growing weather of the last
thing in his right (hand while telehave yielded to the demands of our Messrs. Owen, Morrison, Davies and
Victims.
two weeks. The days have been still
Judgeship.
Mr. Swope then testified
phoning.
government if time had been allowed Gormley was appointed to wait on
and warm, and crops of all kinds are
the governor and the archaeological
iudi it was capsules said to have
for the negotiations.
11.
Holland
doing well. Thirty acres of spuds on
to
Ky.,
Center,
May
endeavor
commission
and
contained cyanide, which were dropprevent
Mr. Foster then made a review of
The two announced candidates for
New York aeronaut, and the Shull place are showing up splenthe
room.
in
Forbes,
this
further
returns of
peu oy ur. Hyde that he held. Two the judgeship left vacant by the resig-thany
changes
States with
J. C. Letts, the New York astronomer, didly. A year ago today they comDr. J. A. Rolls reported good
scientists, Professor Paul Schweitzer nation of Judge Alford W. Cooley are Great Britain and Canada to show
and Professor H. F. Cady, swore that District Attorney E. R. Wright of San- how the many irritating questions durin the planting of ornamental who were injured in their balloon menced planting Irish potatoes on this
north of here yesterday, are this place as an experiment. They plantit is Impossible for the amalgamation ta Rosa, and former District Attorney ing the last hundred years lhad been street trees.
alive and both con ed fifty acres last year and the crop
of formaldehyde and ammonia to pro Jeremiah Leahy of Raton.
settled peaceably.'
Congressman Stephens' attempt to morning reported
at
the
hamlet ten miles proved so remunerative that they have
little
scious
duce hydrocyanic acid in a dead
The
Geronimo's
to
New Mexico,
naval disarmament agreement bring back
Educational Trip.
body.
wrere carried doubled the acreage this year. Potawhere
here
from
The testimony in the Hyde murder
Superintendent of Public Instruction for the Great Lakes, which has been band, was discussed very vigorously, by a farmer who sawthey
the
accident,' and toes on thje place will be mature
trial closed finally at 2:30 this
in
force
Messrs.
for
of
J. E. Clark and Professor W. R.
nearly a century, was and a committee consisting
been
not
their enough for marketing by July 1.
whether
it
learned
has
of Michigan, in their recent cited to show how an enlarged dis- Morrison, Prince and Gormley was ap
men
Dr. P. K. Connaway has his big
two
are
The
fatal.
injuries
armament
be
couneducational trip visited eighteen
might
put into practice. pointed to oppose such action.
111., on Monday fifty horse power gasoline engine in
ascended
from
Quincy,
ties, traveled 2,200 miles, made adAfter an interesting discussion of i
NATIONAL TRIBUTE TO.
night. Gas escaping from the bag stalled, and is preparing one hundred
dresses in twenty places and at eighty-tw- BISHOP QUAYLE IS
, various local topics on motion of Prof.
yesterday caused them to lose control acres of land to be put in beans. The
DECEASED KING.
COMING TO NEW MEXICO. J. A. Wrood the meeting adjourned.
meetings, spoke to 9,500 adults,
and finally tlhe balloon came to the capacity of his pumping plant is two
350
teachers.
and
4,500 pupils
with terrible force. Forbes and thousand gallons of water per minute.
earth
11.
May
London,
Parliamnet met
Fishing License Not Required.
The lime house on the site of the
t Chicago, 111., May 11. The board EXPLOSION ON BOARD OF
Yates were picked up apparently dead
this afternoon to pay national tribute
P.
Thomas
Warden
Game and Fish
of bishops of the Metodist Episcopal
BRITISH BATTLE SHIP. and when they recovered conscious- new court (house burned down late
to the memory of King Edward and Gable desires to correct an erroneous church concluded
its session here
ness several hours later were unable yesterday afternoon. The loss was
welcome George V. A message from impression that seems to have spread with the announcement of
11. Reports are cur- to
conference
London,
May
give a coherent account of the ac- small and the cause of the fire unin
new
monarch
the
which he an- among the native people that they assignments.
to the an- rent at Dover of a severe explosion cident. Forbes has had a long and known.
According
nounced the death of his father and must take out a license in order to nouncement
The board .of. directors of the chamQuayle will con- on the flagship London of the British adventurous career as a balloonist. He
his own ascension was read in both fish. The law only provides for li- duct the NewBishop
Mexico special mission Atlantic battleship fleet in Norwegian is vice president of the Aero Club of ber of commerce had its regular meethouses, which subsequently adopted censes to
fishermen. Res- conference September next and the waters. Rear Admiral Sir Colin Rich- America and won the Latham cup last ing in the oSlce of the secretary today
addresses of condolence and congratu- idents of New Mexico are not required New Mexico
English mission Septem- ard Keppel is in command of the October for tlhe longest flight of the at 12:30. Nothing hut routine bust-- ,
lations to the king.
to take out a license.
ber 9.
ness was transacted.
fleet.
year.

Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, May 11 In a conference report an amendment was adopted to transfer the Geological Survey
to the new Bureau of Mines. No ofti- cer of the Bureau of Mints has
thoxity of inspection or supervision
nt" mines nr metallurgical iiikut in anv

Berlin, May

11.
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"A PRAYER

Imperial
Jersey Cream

Pansy

NlO

FOR MOTHER'S BIRTHDAY."

OF

i!nry Van Dyke.)
Tliou hast known,
Ixird
A mother's love and tender care,
And Tliou wilt hear while for my own
Mother, most, dear, I make this birthday prayer.
(By

Four

AIsoVAFIFTY FRESH YEAST

I",

Suffering Beyond Description
Thought Death was Near.

WANTS WORLD TO KNOW
OF CURE BY CDTICURA

As once upon her breast,
Fearless and well, content I lay
So let her heart, on Thee at rest,
Feel fears depart and troubles fade

"No tongua can tell how I suffered
for five years with itching and bleeding
eczema, until l was
cured by the Cuticura
Kemedies, and 1 am
away.
60 grateful I want the
world to know, for
what helped mc will
Her every wish fulfill,
help others. My body
And ever if Thou must refuse
and face were covered
In anything, let thy wise will
with sores. One day
it would seem to bo
A comfort bring such as kind mothers
better, and then break
use.
out arain with the
most terrible pain and
Ah! hold her by the hand
itching. I have boon
eick several times, but never in rny life
As once her hand held mine,
did I experience such awful suffering
And though she may not understand
as with this eczema. 1 naa maao up
Life's winding way, lead her in peace my mind that death was near at hand,
and I longed for that time when I
divine.
would be at rest. I had tried many
different doctors and medicines without
I cannot pay my debt
success, and my mother brought mo
the Cuticur; Remedies, insisting that
For al! the love that she has given,
them. I began to feel better after
But Thou, love's Lord, wilt not forget Ithetryfirst
bath with Cuticura Soap, and
Her due reward bless her in earth one application cf Cuticura Ointment.
"I continued with the Cuticura Soap
and heaven.
and Cuticura Ointment, ard have
taken four ottles cf Cuticura Heselv-en- t,
and consider myself well. This
Boy Derails Freight Cars Fifteen
nine
ago and I have had
year old Manuel Ribera was arrested was
return cf the trouble since. Any
at Albuquerque for throwing a switch no
person having any doubt about this
and causing the derailment of four wonderful cure by the Cuticura RemeMrs.
dies can write to mv address.
freight cars.
Altie Etson, 93 Inn Road, Battle Creek,
Charles Mausard is Dead Charles Mich., Oct. 10. 1000."
Mansard aged 50 years, one of the!
pioneers of Albuquerque, died yester-- j
The suffering which Cuticura Soap
day in the Duke City of paralysis. He and Cuticura Ointment have alleviated
disfigured infants
built one of the first flour mills in the! among
and children, and the comfort they have
Rio Oraflde vallev.
afforded worn-ou- t
and worried parents
in countless
led to their
Las Vegas Public Schools The tax, have
homes ag a priceiess 'treatment for the
levy tor the public schools at. East Bkin. Eczema, rashes, and every form
Las Vegas has been fixed at fourteen! f itching, burning, scaly humor are
mills on the dollar. Rufus Meade was speedily cured by Cuticura, in the ma
01 cases, wnen an eise ians.
superintendent and his sal-- ! jority
Cuticura Soap (25c). Otntmrnt 50r ). Resolvent
Chocolate Coated Pills (25c ). arc sold
and
(50c.)
ary increased to $110 a month with tiirouchout
the world. Potter Drue 4 Chem. Corp..
the promise of a bonus of $100 at, the Bole Props.. 137 Columbus Ave.. Boston.
Frae, Cuticura Book on Sain Diseases
end of the year.
Fort Apache May Be Discontinued
General Earl D. Thomas, commander
of the department of Colorado
at: MINOR CITY TOPICS a;
Globe said unless the Southern Pacific!
built the Dnrango-Glob- e
railroad, he
would recommend the abandonment
of Fort Apache, Arizona, now the most
Denver, Colo., May 11. Foreisolated post in the country. It is Go V cast for New Mexico: Genermiles to the nearest railroad.
ally fair tonight and Thursday.
Electric Light Company Merger
IV Cooler tonight and in south N
An Albuquerque dispatch says
that
portion Thursday.
the Santa Fe electric light plant is to
be included m a merger of electric!
Fe
Trains Late Last Night-Sa- nta
light plants which will include
the; trstiu Xo. 1 from the east was more
plants at Albuquerque, Las Vegas, lhatl four hours late last night on ac- iiicson, Arizona, Montrose, Colorado, cout 0f a freight wreck at Hebron,
sneruian and Rawlins,
Wyoming, Colfax county, in which the engine
urays Harbor, Washington and Ho- - and fourteen freight ears left the
The hnldin
hart, Oklahoma.
com-- j track.
r :,..!...
nanv i tr ho
" tho
" "E,i..ni 7n,Jl
"uui
Ticket Elected at Cimarron
n action Company which also pro- - Citizens'
Tne first election tor officers tor!
.
.
.,
i
fiuu
i.
uuuu
sueer, railways the
i"1
village of Cimarron, Colfax coun
in those towns not having them.
ty, occurred on Saturday, and a large
number of votes were polled, the:
heved V be the body of August Lang,
strlfe between the two Doliu. j
frlendly
was discovered in a well near his tor- - nni fnnfinnd
iuiTir

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WE

Grocery Co.
Telephone

No. 40

CAUL ApD SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

t!

Goods.

j

MAfUFACTURER

S Spitz

Summer Shoes
For Young Men
Perfect fit that means comfi ort
and coolness custom style that
gives a smart, dressy effect.
r
r
iou are sure ot getting
both these features in your
summer footwear if you
ccme to us for a pair of

JEWELER

v

ka.rwjr

r$4oo

i

insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
may be and the new Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do the rest.
foot-leng-

th

SELIGMAN BROS

s

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

CURED

Body and Faco Covered with Itching,
Painful Eruption
5 Years of

lit'e; I pray.
Who gave Hie gift of life to me,
And may site know from day to day
The deepening glow of life that conies
from Thee.

Bobolink

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fc.

KZQH

'

JZZC

,

Protect her

w inter

MAY 11, 1010.

TERRIBLE CASE

inc ukili uuuiiu ur.

Wheat

WEDNESDAY,

PAINTS mi

OILS,

PUT IT ON TO

LAST

j

j

i

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.

j

ASSORTMENT OF FLOWER
SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,
A COMPLETE

j

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
HKNKRAL MERCHANDISE
PHONE
BLACK

AO C CANON
TUU
ROA '

1Q
1:7

i

j

I

i

i,iu'

ill

i

MULLIGAI

k

RKIN6

'

tna- vivu

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

Mound.
The discovery was made by
headed by Mr. Franken
some boys, who were rounding up cat- - ple's ticket,
burger, of the Continental Tie & Lurauisapiieareu in ber Co., and the Citizens' ticket,!
lK,,,1i",su,lft
the fall of 1 90S. Shortly before his headed
by W. B. Hickman. The Citi-death he told friends in Ocate that he zens ticket was elected
by majorities
expected to be killed. He even told ranging from 54 votes down, and the
who his friends were to look for in officers elected who will serve the in-- j
'
case of his death. He had quite an j terests of the village for the next
year
which
has
never
estate,
been settled, were as follows: W. B. Hickman, for!
as there has been no proof of his mayor; F. H. Alpers, for clerk; John'
death. After his disappearance the Livingston, for trustee for one year;
story was started that he had left the Xarcisso Martinez, for trustee fori
country, but this seems hardly prob-jon- e
year; Dr. C R. Bass, for trustee
able, as his mail had not been opened, for two years; Frederick Whitney, fori
and his saddle horse was in the lot truslee for two years.
near the house.
Summer Weather Again The straw
hats are becoming more numerous on
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
the streets; that is, the hats worn by
by local applications, as they cannot men who are generally slow to rush
reach the diseased portion of the ear. the Easter season. There is a reason
There is only one way to cure deaf- for this summer
attire, and that is 75
ness, and that is by constitutional degrees having been
registered yesremedies. Deafness is caused by an
terday with prospects of still warmer
inflamed condition of the mucous lin- weather before the week is out. The
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When minimum yesterday was 4C degrees
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb- and the average
relative humidity was
ling sound or imperfect hearing and only 23 per cent. The weather was
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
partly cloudy and threatening yesterthe result, and unless the inflamma- day says the weather man, but those
tion can be taken out and this tube re- who had on their straws did not seem
stored to its normal condition, hear- to think so. A
year ago today the
ing will be destroyed forever; nine maximum was 70 and the minimum 40
cases out of ten are caused by Cadegrees with 82 per cent of sunshine.
tarrh, which is nothing but an inflam- There were showers in the vicinity.
ed condition of the mucous surface.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir&
culars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Telephone Mo 140 Red
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constl- MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
j

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING

j

?K

Wluit's the use of living unless you enjoy life!
keep your house from rotting, It is an Investment
house,

if she doesn't want the house newly painted, You
Keaily, lion't you? ,

i

PICTURE FRAMING

125

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PALACE
AVE

WHOLESALE

DONE

i

AND RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
FOR

International Stock Food
Floor, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and Seeds

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

FRESH EGGS

JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT OF
V

I
$

NAVAJO BLANKETS AT

CREAM

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
No Need to Cut.

S

.

E. Corner of Plaza.

.(

MILK

Lump

CERRILLOS

i

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

oe

'

j

SOLE AGENTS

We have it.

1

j

130

YPSS

If it's Hardware

i.is

FUNFRAL DIRECTORS

,,akht

BRIOIITKN up your
paint will also
as well ns a luxury.
ASK your good wife
owe something to her.
GOOD

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smitbirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

EKTil.vS
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)
Room

19

Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N. M.

Does a genera) ABSTRACT.

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE busli ess

lonn on Santa Fe Real Estate
9fl (inn Of! to
$PU,UUU.UU
:
:
allow rate of Interest

PiAMOMPO

fB

Qm

YONTZ

WVrcHES

MANUFACTURM OP

Right Priea
Right Goods
Right Servtoo

L345 San

MEXICAN FILIGREE

Franoloeo

JEWELRY
t.

Eyas Tested and
Fitted by
Methods

SANTA FE, N. M.

.Mil

ZOOK1
CE CREAM at
SODA
PHARMACY
Our1 Specialty - Zook's poot Be

M

WEDNESDAY,

MAY 11,

HIGHER LIQUOR LICENSES
FOR THE TERRITORIES.

WHY SO WEAK?
Kidney Troubles May Ee Sapping
Your Life Away. Santa Fe People
Have Learned This Fact.
When a healthy man or woman begins to run down without apparent
cause, becomes weak, languid, depressed, suffers backaches, headache,
dizzy spells and urinary disorders,
look to the kidneys for the cause of
it all. Keep the kidneys well and
they will keep you well. Doan's
Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys and
keep them well. Here is a Santa Fe
testimonial to prove it.
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz street,
Santa Fe, X. M., says: "I have used
Doan's Kidney Pills off and on for
two years and they have done me a
world of good. A dull pain in the
small of my back, sometimes extending into mv bladder caused me a
great deal of suffering, particularly!
when I took cold. I was botnerea
mostly in the winter. In addition to
the pain in my back, there were symptoms of inflamation of the bladder.
The kidney secretions were highly
colored and when passed were attended with a scalding pain. I never used
a remedy that acted as satisfactory as
Doan's Kidney Pills. They proved
to be just the medicine my case required and the complete cure they
brought has led me to recommend
them on more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Buffalo.
Co.,
cents. Foster-MilburNew York, sole agents for the United

Bill

That

is Being Hung Up in

BalicsRoasls Broils Toasts

the

Senate With the Hope That it
Will Be Forgotten.

The following is the text of the bill
now pending in the senate which
would greatly increase liquor licenses
in the territories if it becomes law.
Every effort is being made, however,
to "keep it in committee until congress

rfrRw

A bill to amend an act approved
February 0, 190U, entitled "An Act
relating to affairs in the Territories."
Be it enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives of the I'nit-- j
ed States of America in Congress asseniLled, That sections 4G4 and It'.S of
the act approved February 6, liiu'j, en-- ;
titled "An Act relating to affairs in
the Territories," be amended to read
as follows:
"Sec. 464. That before any license
ii gi anted as provided in this act in,
-

j

j

Oil

n

d

IMP

Stop That Cold

81

"A."

f
-

.

Through Academic course, preparing young

rv.

men for college or for business Ille. Great
amount of open air work. Healthier location

I

i

of any Military School In the Union. Located
oa the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the Ve?t at an e'evatlon of 3,700
every day, but
feet above sea level,
Hue rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
edjand modern ti all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
(J, Hamli'oa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Flnlay
For particulars anl Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL JAS. W. WILLSON,

No drudVerv of coal and
ashes; no stooping to get at
the oven; no smoke, no dust,
no odor just good cooking
with greater fuel economy.
Irons and water in wash-boil- er
always hot. The

Superintendent.

Cook-stov- e

has a Cabinet Top with shelf for keeping plates and food hot
Drop shelves for the coffee pot or saucepans, and nickeled towel racks.
enamel chimneys. The nickel finish,
It has long turquoise-blu- e
with the bright blue of the chimneys, makes the stove very attractive and invites cleanliness. Made with 1, 2 and 3 burners; the
2 and
stoves can be had with or without Cabinet.

i

main-travele-

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Wcit Point of th SouthwttL"
Army Officers Detailed by W'ar Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Th

Blew Iferection.

j

v

New Mexico Military Institute

BAKES bread, pie and cake
bakes them perfectly all through,
and browns them appetizingly.
ROASTS beef, poultry and game
with a steady heat, which preserves the rich natural flavor.
BROILS steaks and chops makes
them tender and inviting.
TOASTS bread, muffins, crackers and cheese.

IE

adjourns:

reunion to intoxicating liquor, it shall
be shown to the satisfaction of saH
court that a majority of the white!
male and female citizens over the age
of twenty-on- e
years within two miles!
of the pi'ace where intoxicating liquor
is to he manufactured, bartered, sold,
ana exchanged, or bartered, sold and
exchanged, have in good faith consented to the manufacture, barter,
sale, and exchange, or the barter, sale
and exchange of the same; and the
burden shall be upon the applicant or
States.
i.ejilicants to show to the satisfaction
and
name
Doan's
the
Remember
of sriid court that a majority o the
take no other.
ot
white male and female citizens
of age or more have
twenty-on- e
years
It Is an admitted fac. i'.iat real es- contented thereto, and no license
tate, financial men and i:erchants all shall be granted in the absence of
say that quickest and bc.-- t results are such evidence: Provided, That no liobtained by advertising in the New cense shall be granted or the manuMexican.
facture, barter, sale or exchange of
intoxicating liquors except within incorporated towns, and such other
towns, settlements, or communities in
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
which a duly appointed United States
commissioner or deputy marshal shall
MASONIC.
reside, unless the application for
in
such license shall be approved
Montezuma Lodge No writing by the United States commis1, A. F. & A. M. Reg sioner or the United States marshal
communications or deputy marshal residing nearest to
ular
first Monday of eacl the premises within which the appliMasonic ha) cant for such license proposes to car-ri month aon such business, except that the
at 7.30 k. m.
H. H. DORMAN,
respective district judges may, in
Acting Master. their discretion, grant licenses to the
keepers of regularly established road
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
houses on the
post roads
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, or post trails in the district: ProvidR. A. M.
Regular con- ed further, That when it is made to apvocation second Monday of pear that a majority of said white
each month at Masonic male and female citizens over the
age of twenty-on- e
years of any one
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
P.
H.
place have consented to the manufac- S. G. CARTWRIGHT,
j ture,
barter, sale, and exchange, or
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
the barter, and exchange, of intoxiSanta Fe Commandery No. cating liquor, no further proof of the
"'
1, K. T. Regular conclave consent of the citizens of the place
fourth Monday in each where such intoxicating liquor is to
month at Masonic Hall at be manufactured, bartered, sold, and
exchanged, will be required for twelve
7:30 p. m.
months thereafter."
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
"Sec. 468. That the liquo licenses
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
authorized and provided for by this
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1 act shall be of three classes, namely,
14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted wholesale, barroom, and (retail liquor
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets store. Every applicant for a license
on the third Monday of each month shall deposit the amount of the license
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Veneraole Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.

Secretary.
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CAUTIONARY NOTE : Be sure yon get this stove

see that the

name-plat-

e

reads

" NEW

Ms Fargo k

Compan

Express

PERFECTION."

General Express forwarders

Every dealer everywhere : if not at yours, write for Descriptive Circular
to the nearest agency of the

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)

TO

All

Parts of the World
Wells

Fergo
line 10, strike out the word Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing
fee with the clerk of the court at the
Page
time of filing his application therefor; ''hundred," and insert the words "one
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
and if upon consideration of such ap- thousand."
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
plication by the court, as provided for
Page 3, line 22, strike out the words
in this act, the court shall determine "two hundred and fifty" and insert
the United States. Canada. Mesico
Payable
to grant the license prayed for, it shall the words "five hundred."
and all Foreiga Countries.
notify the clerk of the court and the
Page :!, strike out all of lines 23
applicant in writing, and the applicant and 21 and down to and including the
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
shall thereupon receive Hits license.
word "and" in line 25.
"That the fee for a wholesale license
Your committee recommended that
shall be two thousand dollars
per the bill, thus amended, do pass.
annum; for a barroom license, one
thousand dollars per annum; and for HELD FORT AGAINST
one
a retail liquor store license,
CONSTRUCTION CREW.
thousand dollars per annum: Provid-- !
ed, That the fee for a retail license
fnr vnnri hnnap nn rpmilnr nnst rnads Sturdy Rancher Single Handed Tied
Up Work on Great Northern
or trails where the population within
Railroad System.
two miles of the place where the
10.
Dougal
business is to be conducted does not Spokane, Wash., May
in
a
rancher
McAllister,
sturdy
steama
or
for
exceed fifty people,
county, in north central Wash- boat or steamer operating on the in- - mgton, tied
up construction wont on
sealand rivers of Alaska during the
son of open navigation, shall be five the Great Northern railroad by driving
hundred dollars per annum: Provid- - its engineers and graders from his
r
ed further, That said steamboat or ranch and holding the fort
in
in
of
shall not be authorized to handed until the federal court in Spo-seWhit-o- r
intoxicating liquor while in port;kane stepped in, Judge Edward
That son issuing an order restraining him
dock: Provided, "however,
the words "towns," "camps," or "set-'frointerfering further with the
as used in this act shall j pany's operations. The company con-b- e
RIGHT.
construed to embrace the popula-- j demned a right of way through the
tion within a radius of two miles ot McAllister ranch for a line from Oro-th- e
place wherein the business is to ville south to Pateros recently, when
Don Caspar Avenue
be conducted under the license.
jthe rancher was awaded $975 for the
dam-shalicense
barroom
"That a retail or
land appropriated and $1,799 for
s
be required for every hotel,
to the remaining property. He
ern, boat, barroom, or other place in protested, saying that the jury's
intoxicating liquors are sold at eision was unjust. However, he did
'
retail- not appeal from the verdict. When
"That a wholesale license shall only the graders started work the rancher
authorize the licensee to sell distilled, turned the water onto the land flood.
malt, or fermented liquors, wines, and ed the pr0posed right of way, also
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
cordials in quantities not less than threatening to kill the horses used by
four gallons, not to be drunk upon tlie;the men Hig tacticg were successful
Denver Colorado.
.
premises where sold; and no license
nnpI.t,nria wro sllsnPT1(1pH until
tnall be granted until it is satisfacJudge Whitson issued his order. The
11
n
uu" Lue
V1
injunction case will be heard in Spo- kane on May 11.
is properly arranged for selling such
as
merchandise.
liquor
A AV
"That a retail liquor store license
shall only authorize the licensee to
Santa Fa, N. M.
Catron Block
sell distilled, malt, or fermented liqHOW THEY STAND.
uors, wines, and cordials in quantities
not exceeding three gallons; the sail
National League.
liquors to be in glass bottles of a
Won. Lost P. C
capacity of not less than one pint, and
12
o
:ir.y liquors sold under this class of Pittsburg
7
.650
13
York
New
licenses are not to be drunk on the
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
.588 sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
7
10
Special automobiles furnished to acpremises; and no license shall be Philadelphia
8
.556 Roswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate
10
any number of passengers
granted until it is satisfactorily shown Chicago
S
.500 El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make
8
that the place where it is intended to Cincinnati
special connections with any
.389 land Railroads
7
11
and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with.
carry on such business is properlv ar Boston
7
.333
14
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torranged for selling such liquor as mer- Brooklyn
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
6
.316
13
St. Louis
chandise.
Leave Vaughn at 9 a. m., arrive in rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comAmerican League,
Roswell at 3 p. m.
"That every place where distilled,
municating with Manager of the RosWon. Lost P.C.
Leave Roswell at 10 : 30 a. m., arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
malt, or fermented wines, liquors or
12
4
.750
cordials are sold in quantities as pre- Philadelphia
in Vaughn at 3 : 30 p. m.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
12
6
.667
Cleveland
scribed for retail dealers in section
allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
Baggage
7
.650
13
tl irty-tw- o
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.
hundred and forty-fou- r
of Detroit
9
7
.563
the revised .statutes of the United New York
9
.474
10
States, to be drunk upon the premises Boston
8
.444
10
shall be regarded as a barroom; and Chicago
6
.273
16
the possession of malt, distilled, fer- Washington
3
.188
13
mented, or any other intoxicating liq- St. Louis
TIME TABLE ALL
uors, witUi the means and appliances
PLAY
THEY
TODAY.
WHERE
LOCAL TRAINS
for carrying on the business of dispenNational League.
sing the same to be drunk where sold,
-Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to conshall 'be prima facie evidence of a Boston at St. Louis.
at
Brooklyn
Pittsburg.
nect with No. 10 from the south and
barroom within the meaning of this
New York at Chicago.
act, and the license therefor shall be
west, also No. 3 from the east, rePhiladelphia at Cincinnati.
known as a barroom license: Providarrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. in.
turning
American League.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to coned, That no license shall be granted
Chicago at Washington.
f ;r the sale of liquors at either wholenect with No. 1 west-bounalso takes
St. Louis at Boston.
sale or retail in any other than a subNo. 2
for
passengers
passYork.
New
Detroit at
stLPtial building which shall have
ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
at
Cleveland
Philadelphia.
ccst for construction not less than
arrive at Santa Fe .6:30 p. m. with No.
live hundred dollars."
l's connection only.
ALCOHOL IN MEDICINES.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to conReport on the Bill.
BaaBBBBaaawaaaviMMMiMiWBaMMHiaMilBHH
'
known
tlie
best
Alcohol
is
preserva.
J-Mr. Dillingham, from the commitwith Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounnect
tee on territoires, submitted the fol- tive of medical compounds, and the
Nos. 4 and 8
and
want
Returnand
a
"When
in
are
conmedicine
hurry
you
average proprietary
lowing report:
arrive
at
m.
11:10
Fe
Santa
s.
ing
22
or
1
to
tains from
per cent, a good outfit come here for single
per cent
(To accompany S. 6470.)
which is the smallest possible amount double
The committee on territories, to to
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
preserve the ingredients, while the
LIVERY.
whom was referred the bill (S. 6470)
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
doctor's prescription conaverage
to amend an act approved February 6,
healthy horses and a. m.
tains from 25 per cent to 50 per cent. fine
here and subject to
are
1909, entitled "An act relating to afTrain arrives from the north at 4
carriages
Such standard preparations as Lydia
want
We
order.
your business P. m.
your
fairs in the territories," have given the E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
in the liv'ery line and will apprecisame careful consideration and report contains but 18
per cent and they even ate it.
New Mexico Central.
it back to the Senate with the follow- put the Compound up iu tablet form,
Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a. m.
ing amendments:
which the
woman, wlho
1
RISING
WILLIAMS
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 p.
Page 3, line 15, strike out the word i objects to alcohol in any degree, may
I
"fiim
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red, m.

Tarounoat

J. 0. BARNES. Aacnt

,

j

Oka-nega-

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

n

Call up 9FSione 9

single-steame-

When

Need
the
Anything
Line.
Drivers
Furnished
Livery

!l

RATES

CHAS. CLOSS

j

ll

j

tav-jage-

h

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,

j

'

B. P. O. C.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
holds its regular session on the second and tourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.
Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visiting Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.

To check early colds or Grippe with "Preventirs"
means sure defeat for Pneumonia. To stop a cold
with Preventics is safer than to let it run and be
obliged to cure it afterwards. To be sure. J're.
verities will cure even a deeply seated cold, but
taken early at the sneeze stage they break, or
head off these early colds. That's surely better.
That's why they are called Preventics.
Preventicsare little Candy Cold Cures. No Quln.
Ine, no physic, nothing sickening. Nice for Uie
children and thoroughly safe too. If you feel
chilly, if you sneeze, if you ache all over, think of
Preventics. Promptness may also save half your
usual sickness. And don't forget your child, if
there is feverishness, nightor day. Herein probably lies Preventics' greatest efficiency. Sold iu
5c boxe3 for the pocket, also in 2oc boxes of 48
Preventics. Insist on your druggists giving you

reventics
STRIPLING

BURROWS CO.

ALL THE LATEST

Sheet Mus e
Will Now Be Found at

BYLES MUSIC

CO.

rV.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest

IJ.

BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.

BASEBALL.

R0SWELL AUTO CO. R0SWELL NEW MEX

J. W. STOCKARD, managzr

mm-

-

East Side Plaza.

At One Half Price

east-boun-

!

east-boun-

Good-lookin-

Mason & Hamlin, Conover, Cable Kingsbury and Wellington Pianos Sold on Monthly Payments.

over-scrupulo-

d
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R. J, PALEN. President,
J. B. BEAD, Cashier.
The Board of Trade is right when it
Ben
room
Hur
the
says that
FEAKK McKAhE, Assistant Cashier
L, A, HUGHES,
in the Old Palace is a great asset for
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
Santa Fe, but it is all wrong when
psa
B
Eh2i
H
it insists that it shall not be beautiFRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Vice President. fied and pin in such condition as to
Editor and President.
BBS
be made memorable for its beauty.
JOHN K. STAUFFER.
Aside from the question whether more
OF ANT A FE.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
of Ben Hur was written in another
fact
the
remains
room
that
than this,
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail ....$3.75
the room has been greatly changed in
25
The Oldest Banking institution in
Daily per week by carrier
2.00
FOR
Weekly, per year
from what it was at the
appearance
7n(
month,
carrier....
by
Daily, per
New Mexico. Established in 1370
65 Weekly, six months
t. 1.00 time that it was occupied by Gover
OPPORTUNITY
Daily, per month, by mail
An ugly brick fire
75 nor Lew Wallace.
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
$150,000
place has been built into it which is
Capital Stock
fwm
altogether out of harmony with the
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
80.000
Surplus and Undivided Profit
Old Palace; one wall has fallen out
Is
sent
to
Mexico.
It
New
in
new
is
oldest
the
New
Mexican
spaper
as
is
unattractive
The
dark,
and the room
J
a
transacts a general banking business in all Its branches,
as
and disappointing
place
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing c'rculatf.)
in
the
To
one can find
city.
repair I Kvurto io ceoutta ami orvcLOtXT n mM vai I cj Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
s nun
Bnoua
the room, to embellish it, to enlarge
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
in
treasures
it for archaeological
keep-ltl
Annual
to
AUd
25
the
Cents
in all markets for its customer.
S'jascrlp
Buys and sells
stocks
(union
t
ing with the surroundings, is not deMexican Publl
New
of
the
Rate
tion
makes
and
thoua
domestic and foreign exchange
telegraphic transfer
stroying the room; it is adding
cations, to Receive the Western
on as liberal terms
sand fold to its sentimental value and
world
of
civilized
the
of money to all parts
Investor's Review.
ALBU-jithe Senate recently by Senator its attractiveness for the tourist. If
MEETING AT
TODAY'S
as are given by any money transmiting agency Juoiic or
a latent asset now in its present dis(Bristow of Kansas. He quoted
QUERQUE.
hundreds
which
erous
a
of
it
be
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three ,
mal condition,
examples
certainly will
Todav representative citizifiis
northern New Mexico met ;t'l Albu- might have been given showing that tangible treasure when it becomes the WOODTS HACK LINE
per ceat per annum, on six months' or years'time. Liberal
querque to protest against what might through rates, from coast to coast, of Rito de los Frijoles and Ben Hur
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
well be called tttio inconsistency of uie ten are lower than rates for the same room in one, a place which one wants
Prom
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
federal government in dealing with commodities between one coast and to visit repeatedly, in which the sent!
the
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
BARRANCA TO TAOS
the reclamation and irrigation prob- certain intermediate points on
timental tourist will sit and .dream ininlower
or
between
than
same
not
so
is
route,
as
as
west.
ago
out
It
fast
lems in the
long
possi- Meets Both
stead of hurrying
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- North South
that the government prevented private termediate points on the same route. ble and wondering how it is that the
2 ing.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
Bounds Trains.
enterprise from building the Elephant The gross unfairness of such
people of Santa Fe permitted a room
dis3
as
is
it
obvious,
public is respecfully solicited.
flagrantly
Butte dam. English capital had been
so steeped with sentimental interest
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
interested but was estopped from pro- criminates against one section or
to fall into decay and ruin.
Trui-the north bound train and arrives at i3uu ruTJTJTJxnjTJT.n-TLrLand in favor of another sec
ceeding by the absurd plea that the
7
m.
at
Taos
p.
Rio Grande's navigability would be tion or community. The Dixon amend- THERE WERE MUCK RAKERS IN
Ten miles shorter than any other
affected by building a dam at the ment. stated briefly, makes this proDAYS.
THOSE
Good covered hack and good
way.
Buttes. No sooner was private enter- vision:
not new. Some say teams.
is
,
Mck
raking
short
a
for
That
the
than
the
in
compensation
matter,
prise squelcOied
in the
e
to
ial-dene
Pjs- the Reclamation Service seized upon haul shall not be greater than the evidences of it may be found
Tiling
of- - Eireiy
the
It
Vedas.
isn't
ancient
only
a
the
over
haul
for
Comfortalcle,
to
and
compensation
long
giganthe site
eengei
put up
planned
tic irrigation works to cost something same route and that nothing in the Ace holders of today who are subject
S?individuals
whose
tne
of
to
attacks
like eight million dollars and to be bill shall be construed as authorizing
ego prompts them to
completed in eight years. However, even as high a charge for a short haul exaggerated
sli nto the limelight to set things
no one objected, for the benefit was as for a long haul over the same route.
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
i
imwcvsi- - a mrnvissinn thnt right according to tneir own little
apparent and the property owners two
was
notions.
George
Washington
under the project, readily signed up the interstate commerce commission
LAUNDRY
in
One of
their land promising to repay to the may, upon consideration of a formal subject to much the same accusations
Mcare
hurled
at
that
common
today
Judge
carrier,
Cuisine and
government the cost. But then cer- application from a
Large Sample
tain land speculators in El Paso and exempt such carrier from the opera- Fie and other New Mexico office hold- For
Table Service
Room for ComWork
ers.
seen
will
be
that
Mexico got busy and persuaded Uncle tion of the law. It
mercial Travelers
Unexcelled
A paper called the Aurora said:
Sam to sign a treaty by which a large the purpose of the Dixon amendment
Basket
leaves
Monday
Tuesday
is
commerce
a
was
imto
ever
the
nation
debauched
interstate
"If
by
amount of water proposed to be
give
t
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
mi
WASHINGTON AVENUE
ana r riaay.
pounded in the Engle reservoir, was commission authority to adjust, the a man, the American nation has tveturns inursaay
as
been
and
If
short
haul
debauched
they
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
problems
by Washington.
given away in perpetuity to Texas long
The law, as thus amended, ever a nation has been deceived by a
and Mexico land owners. In other arise.
tt-txt-AMERICAN AND
Tliifr if wnnlrl mtin Hio Amorir'in naHnti
lnaa
Imon WIS. T J. XJ1XJ "t IN AfecUl
words, a national treaty debt was paid wrmlrl lint hA arhitrsrv
EUROPEAN PLAN
Phone No. 23 Red
with waters that belonged to New give the commission ample power to deceived by Washingt on." When is
disas
were
discrimination
services
where
President
such
prevent
ended,
of
an
unheard
proceeding
Mexico,
without precedent in national history. crimination can without injustice, be the same paper said: "The man who
This outrageous confiscation of waters avoided. Six months' time would be is the source of all misfortunes of our
was followed by a still more outrage- given between the enactment of the country is this day reduced to a level
and is no
ous step, a departmental order plac- law and the enforcement of its pro- - with his fellow citizens,
longer possessed with power to multi- - PLAZA BARBER SHOP
ing an embargo on all the surplus wa- visions.
ply evils upon the Fnited States. If
ters of the upper Rio Grande and its
there was ever a period for rejoicing
TAKE RIPLEY'S ADVICE.
tributaries, so as to tie up all larger
For i3 years .he only
irrigation projects. This was done on President E. P. Ripley of the Santa tnis is t!ne moment. Every heart in
J. e.
unison
with
freedom
the
and
deto
Fe system, this week at Albuquerque,
first class tonsorial parlor
the specious plea, that in order
happi
ness
of the people ought to beat high
liver the water promised to Mexico gave good advice to Bernalillo coun- in oanta Fe.
eight years hence, all the surplus wa- ty, advice that also applies to every with exultation that the name of Wash
Proprietor
OUR NEW FITCH
from
this
ington
day ceases to give
ter of the Rio Grande and its tribu- other county, when he said:
'
TREATMENT
taries north of Engle was needed, and .'I don't know of anything that a currency to political inquiry, and to
Commodious Sample Rcom
this, despite the fact, that the normal Bernalillo county could better do legalized corruption."
s giiarante'id to cure, (not only
Here is still another extract:
flow of the river and its tributaries than build good roads. I am not
&
hair
with the plan proposed, but I ter bringing the country to the very relieve, D.indruff, falling
north of Albuquerque never reaches
other scalp irritations. We also Long Distance Telephone Station.
the Engle dam site, and if it did, do know that there isn't a city, town brink of ruin, Washington has fled
would not be needed to fill the pro- or village nor a farming community from the gathering storm. Having run carry a complete line of all the
that the ship between the rocks and th, popular hair and facial tonics.
posed reservoir. Remember, all this along the Santa Fe system
Steam Heated: Electric
on the plea that the Reclamation Serv made any great advance until the sn0als he has abandoned the helm and
KERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH
FIRST CLASS CAFE
Room
Every
Lighted,
ice, may eight years hence need wa- people got together and put in de- - left the vessel to her fate."
BATHS
BATHS
BATHS
IN CONNECTION
ier u aeuver 10 ine nepuunc 01 mex- - mu ruaub.
T
p
a Good One.
wrn...
.v,.0VaoA in
The good roads movement is the the chair of
ICO.
as.
thp
It is the greatest outrage that has most practical and most important Sl)med the
everJ.thing
,t
PRESS THE BUTTON WE DO THE REST.
t0
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
been attempted upon Xew Mexico. If government activity in New Mexico
yourself, and the natural ingratitude Phone
.
i
the national government owes Mexico ti.,,.
us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
0U1 conbtltutlon
beSan to
laundry on Mondays and Tuesday
anything, it should pay in Qiard cash public improvements thus far under- commenced
your
presidency
by and deliver on Thursdays and Friday
FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON
out of the national treasury and not taken, will pay the taxpayers larger
We
All work is guaranteed; yor
with the waters needed for the devel- dividends than the systematic con- encouraging and swallowing the gross
est adulation, and you traveled Anier'If you drop in at S o'clocx yon can get a hot
socks are mended and buttons
opment of Xew Mexico. The northern Struct ion of !?onrl marls TT!vorv rnnr'
from
one
on
sewed
end
without
t0
otller
lea
t0
shirts,
you
t?e
a
l,ut
should
camRio
and
Grande
counties along the
its ty
Now
begin
systematic
extra charge.
supper ready to eat and you will not have to
at paign for good roads, should apply its 'oursel in the way of receiving it.
tributaries are losing population
this very time because its reclamation road fund and the labor exacted each You nave as mau' addresses in your PHONE RED 122. PHONE3 RED 122.
Ourincreasinst patronapre Is the
wait.
are
tied
and year upon a well planned system of cnest as James I. Monopolies of every
best proof that we merit yours.
up
projects
marked your administration al- The
they have as good and a better claim permanent road improvement.
G.LUPE HERRERA
for damages tOian Mexico ever had. counties, cities and towns should niost in the moment of the commence- Proprietor
But aside from this, if is nothing short build the main arteries of traffic be- - nient. The lands obtained in the Rev- of a crime for the national govern- tween settlements and it should be olution were lavished upon' partisans;
ment, to rob its ward of its resour- left to the Territory to expend its the interest of the disbanded soldier
SEES! I
ces, in order to pay a debt to a road funds on greater projects which was sold to the speculator. Injustice
RATES
$1.00 A DAY AND UP
ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
neighboring republic. There is no will open up to the people of the Ter-- was acted upon the pretense of faith,
sumin
the
northern Xew Mexico ritory
great forest reserves,
and the chief of the army became
opposition
to the construction of the Elephant mer resorts, play grounds and more patron of the fraud."
IH
Id
Buttes dam and the reclamation of d mcult mountain sections, the high- - And much more to the same effect. 1
the Mesilla valley, but there will be ways for tourist traffic, such as the It almost puts the modern muckrakers
growing enmity against any scheme Scenic Highway between Santa Fe to shame.
that will stop the development of and Las Vegas will be. President Rip-- ,
EUROPEAN PLAN
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
nothern Xew Mexico upon such flimsy ley is a clear headed businessman,',
Just now the eastern papers are'
plea as is being put up' by the Reclam- no man can call him a visionary, and teeming with exaggerated stories of
The only first class Hotel In Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
ation Service in this case, and the re- he is right when he says: "There )enitente doings in New Mexico, but
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE In
sentment will continue to grow as the isn't a city, town or village or a farm- - tbe E1 Paso Herald tells of an incident
here prices are lowest
the Olty In connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
enormity of the crime about to be per- ing community along the Santa Fe t)hat reflects greater discredit on an
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
system, that made any great advance eastern state where people are wont
petrated is realized.
for sale quality"
until people got together and put in to assume an attitude of horror when
men. Give us a trial if you want first class service.
AN ADMINISTRATION VICTORY. decent Toads. '
jthey read of a penitente procession in
The passage of the railroad bill by
New Mexico's mountains:
Corner of Water St.
WW1.
the house and the certainty that it will
and Don Gaspar Ave.
One Resolution to Make
Federal Judge Smith McPherson in
"Pennsylvania coal miners crucified
go through the senate within another an opinion handed down yesterday one of their number twice in one day,
week, shows that President Taft has took, a' fling at the prevailing passion charging that he had reported some;
the upper hand over the combination for money making which is the curse of his fellow workers for violating;
What other 1910 Resolu
of Democrats and Insurgent Republi- of Americans
today as it was yester- - rules. A crown of thorns was placed
tion youmay make
cans. From the large point of view
day, when he spoke of this as an "age on the terrified man's ihead and he
the railroad bill is the most important ef
almost'
on
a cross and
and avarice and commercial- was hung up
HERE IS A VERY EXCEPTION
OPPORTUNITY
of the administration measures and ismgreed has made
Resolve now that you will
that
money getting the stoned to death.
its adoption prepages the passage of
"After
one
such performance four
object of life with so many."
trade at KAUNE & CO. the
the statehood bill, although the New prime
EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PR5CE
Yet those who are engaged in the mad of the ring leaders were arrested and
Mexican is astonished at the lukecoming year. It Is a', resolurace for wealth miss so many better heavily fined, but the effect of the
warm attitude that the President took
tion In your own Interest, for
in
that they are to be punishment was slight, for the man!
NAVA J 0; CHIMAYO BLANKETS,
toward it in his address at Passaic, things and life
men and women who was crucified again by the same
the
pitied
It means tbe best possible
New Jersey, in which he expressed
INDIAN
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was not in 'Barbarous
with little wealth and
table supplies at lowest posthe fear that Xew Mexico would send iov content
or
our
one
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euner,
to thP full extent the more nrec-- !
two Democratic senators, or at least
sible prices.
teen original states, the birthplace of
two reactionary Republicans, to the ious things, can afford to laugh at the our national independence."
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The Senate has adopted the long stored to the public domain an area and What Came of
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It," that might pass
of a million acres. Thus
and short haul clause of the railroad of
for a product of Mark Twain's pen if
that
is
acknowledged
it
to
the Rocky mountain
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bill, perhaps,
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it wasn't labeled
states, the most important part of the the New Mexican has been right in of the New Mexicolarge
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that
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that
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maintaining
will come into its own when Klineture it will not cost more to freight are good in themselves, there have ico
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MexiProprietor
& COMPANY
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material that are spread on every
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Santa Fe, N,M.
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Pacific coast.
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should
therefore
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ABE YOU 60IM' FISHIN'MR. SP0RT&1AN?
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V.

Butler.

.1. AY.

Bailey,

K.

F. Graff

A. W. Pallcn, H. W. Dye, A. M.
ley, M. A. Haynes, are Denverites

I

Smi-- j
reg-- J

the Palace hotel,
Mr. ami .Mrs. E. S. Stewart of Sturgeon, Mo., are sightseers registered at

isteml

i
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"BRISTOL"

at.

the Palace hotel.
D. K. Murray, a drus salesman of;
El Paso. Is at the Claire.
Fred T. Mosley, a tourist from Dal-j
his. Texas, is at the Claire hotel.
Miss Ola Gilbert was in the city;
yesterday on her way to Moriarty.
Y. II. Lee. a tourist from Denver,
is at the Claire.
Miss Mina Melchert passed through
the city yesterday on her way to Colo-- j
rado Springs.
Dr. F. A. Yoakum of Cerrillos, is
registered at the Claire.
C. B. Stubblefield, an oil salesman
'of Las Vegas, is calling on the trade,
i
of
Nolan a .rancher
Lawrence
I.Chromo, Colorado, is in the city,
B. E: Engle, of Dallas, Texas, is at
j
'
l
;
Gregg's hotel.
!
II r. and Mrs. A. Chapman of Chey- Bank OXE DOLLAR A DAY $G a week for- only one year, and leave i enne, Wyoming, are tourists at Gregg's;
It stay for 30 years. At 3 per cent compound interest this will amount to hotel.
They have been
Stealth'
$75S.lfi; at 4 per cent compound interest this will, amount to $1,010.SS a around the country in search of
to
and
and
recreation
spend
expect
for
old
sum
age.
snug
some days looking at the historic
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
treasures of this city.
TVe pav liberal interest consistent with safety.
Hon. and Mrs. Powell Stackhouse,
of San Antonio, Socorro county,
Jr.,
BANK &
are in Santa Fe. Mr. Stackhouse, who
is a member of the legislative assem- to interview Governor
b!y, coming
Mills.
C- George P. Learnard, an Albuquer-- '
que business man, is in the capital
(Established 1882)
j
today.
J. H. Crist of Monero, a Democratic:
leader in Rio Arriba county, is a.
he former-- ;
visitor in Santa
ly resided.
Fruit Crop in the Rio Grande and Tesuque
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Mount- ed Police, is at Albuquerque,
Valley's absolutely sure.

If you are, y" wIU
tackle,

for TrcAit.

--

i

other
supplies. We've got 'em all, everthing
rw.'js
that you need. Just call at our store and
will
be glad to
he
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS,
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else

!

1

j

WiS

THE

IN

''1,

BANK'

WATSON

Bradford Prince
went to Albuquerque this forenoon to
attend the meeting of commercial
club representatives of New Mexico.
Civil Engineer W. A. Cooper is at
Albuquerque, attending the meeting
that will protest against the embargo
placed on the waters of the Rio Gran-- i
de and its tributaries.
"Last evening at his residence Rev.
E. C. Anderson, pastor of the First
Methodist church, united in marriage
Miss Columbia Hughes and H. G.

Phone. Red Ho. 189

THE

Ar,so

Dealers in Furniture

--

s

Vaughan. The ceremony was witness-Mr. and Mrs.
cd by a few friends.
Vaugihan left this morning for their
"home on a ranch on the upper Pecos
near Cowles. Mrs. Vaughan is a
writer and accomplished musician.
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughan were guests
at the Castenada hotel yesterday."
Las Vegas Optic.
j
J. W. Akers has gone to the Sulphur
Springs for a rest and to benefit his
health.

j

all new and complete in every

our assortment of flies is larger
l
J
We have lines, rads, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, THE
SPORTMAN; Come in and get nsxt to our line and prices, Our prices are lowe
than ever before.

fine line of paints and Rags

All kinds of furnishings from chinawara to stoves' and
table
ranges, Also a tine assortment of desks, chairs, b&bies.
for the
and hat racks. Wagner folding
go-car- ts

Wholesale & Retail
Dealer in

Everything in Hardware.

the western states alone. Figured up
on a nominal increase, wmcn we
might place upon double the present
acreage, this means an annual wheat
production of 702,864,000 bushels in
the western states, or almost equal
the yield of the entire country in

RtzSOl-VE- O

That
BY

nunc

j

CAN

If Ptp

WE POINT PROUDLY

are made to perfection from our
Lumber) hecause the wood is to the fact that we handle only a line
perfect in every particular and of drugs and remedies known to be
free from every imperfection of
and efficacious; and that our
kaots, cracks and warpings. pure
enables us to give the best
Every foot of it is thoroughly experience
to our patrons. Everysatisfaction
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
that
ought to be in a first class
it can be absolutely relied upon thing
and
store
and
builders,
you will find here, at
drug
by carpenters
archi- prices that are satisfactory, and, in
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
tects hereabouts particularly the very best qualities.
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.
&
Company.
STRlPLIHG-BURfiOW-

Charles W. Dudrow

S

Where your dollar buys the most.

Unsurpassed Chocolates
OP

fe

1

(mi!

teil

Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
FOR SALE
ONLY AT

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

ASK FOB A
SAMPLE

YOUP-CLOTH-

RAimEnT

15

Q0MT

y DRELSEDBUSTER BROWN
RSSJ
I

Xew York, May
31-2(- 4

11.

paper 4
lars 44; Amalgamated
son 109

Reading

Call

money

per cent; Prime mercantile
5 per cent; Mexican dol70

Atchi121;
127;
pfd.

Central
Southern Pacific

Xew York
1C0

Steel 82

Union Pacific 182

3--

Spokane, Wash., May 11. Commercial conditions in every city and town
in the western grain growing states
will be changed before 1915 as the result of increases in farm production,
if the plans of the Dry Farming Conin
gress, which has Qieadquarters
Spokane, are carried out as planned
by the national officers, headed
by
Congressman F. W. Mondell of Wyoming and the Washington board of
control.
John T. Burns, secretary of the organization, who compiled the followof
ing data believes the
the farmers of the country in this
movement will bring about greater
transportation development, increased
marketing and milling facilities and
corresponding gains in every line of
trade ad commerce. He says:
"The total acreage of the 20 wheat
growing states was about 33,205,000
in 1909, and the average acre production was 20.5 bushels, or 4.7 bushels
above the general average for the
United States. The greatest increase
was in the states where the most attention ihas been given to scientific
methods.
"Two hundred million acres of unoccupied lands in the western states
can be placed under the plow within
the next four years if we push the dry
farming propoganda to its limit, and
of this fully 50,000,000 acres will tie
wheat producing land. This increase,
in acreage means a farm production
which will change the commercial
conditions of every city and town in

the western states.
"Experiments in the states, where
dry farming is practised, show we can
increase the production of wheat by at
least five bushels the acre, and, taking it upon the basis of the present
acreage, this means a total of
bushels additional yearly in

Xew York, May 11
5.35; copper firm,

mmwmi
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$12.50(5-12.70-
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Lead dull, $4.25
standard spot

$12.55ft 12.70;
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GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND Ries.
Chicago, 111., May 11. Wheat July
103
Sept. 101
Corn July 02
Sept. 03
Oats July 40
Sept. 39
Pork July $22.55; Sept. $22.57
Lard July $12.05; Sept. $12.52
Sept.
Rigs July $12.42
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$12.37

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, May 11. Wool steady;
territory and western mediums 20
23; fine mediums 180 22; fine 11(S16.
LIVESTOCK.

DO

YOU

ARE?

Kansas City, May 11. Cattle Receipts 7,000 including 1,000 southerns.
Market steady. Xative steers $G(ff
southern
steers $5.25 7.65:
S.30;
southern cows $3.50(gG; native cows
and heifers $3.75 7.60; stockers and
feeders $46.20; bulls $4.25(f? 6.50
calves $48; western steers $5.50
8; western cows $4 (f? 6.50.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 13,000.
five' to ten higher. Bulk $9.309.55;
heavy $9.459.60; packers and butch
ers $9.409.55; light $9.209.50; pigs
;

KNOW WHO THE.SE LITTLE G1RL.S
TELL THEM BY
YOU CAN ALWAY--

THEIR, CLoTHE-5- .
WE HAVE NEW LINE LINEN AND GINGHAM
UP
WA.SH DREE,5 AGE 6 To 16-65- C,
aSUIT
To
AGE
LINEN
16 FROM $4.50
12

To

$6.00. THEEGOODOR

NOT &E

PRICED
DUPLICATED ANYWHERE.

REPUTATION BUILDERS

Market
Receipts 8,000.
Sheep
steady. Muttons $6(5 7.50; lambs $7.23
59; fed western wethers and year
lings $6(57; fed western ewes $6.50
7.50.
11. Cattle Re
ceipts, 17,000; market, steady. Beeves
$5.808.55; Texas steers $5.006.50
stockers
western steers $5.10(57.25;
and feeders $4.006.70; cows and heifers $2.S07.50; calves $6.008.00.
Hogs
Receipts, 17,000; market,
5 to. 10 cents
higher. Light $9.50
9.75; heavy $9.409.75; rough $9.45
9.55; good to choice heavy $9.55
9.75; pigs $9.109.60; bulk of sales
$9.609.70.

Chicago, III., May

CLARENDON
GARDEN
K,

V. BOYLK

CL&REHDON

Mprr,

POULTRY

PANSY PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

YARDS

ARK SELLING OfT!
FRESH LAID K(;us every day

Pur bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White iVynndottes. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed ou clean wholesome food
only. TS'o chance of Tuberculosis Kernis nor Ptomaine poisoning.
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

BAY
Hour
Electric ervice
Jj
and
On and After March 1st.
NIGH T
This space next week for Electric Irons
Wise o those dafk pi wS and Electrical Cooking Specialties.
AND

CAN-

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.

$8.509.

PAY
and

3US

OP-Socie-

(n!ACooOYOURECOMMENDATION.
WANT TO BE WELL

MONEY AND METALS.
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Santa Fe W(ater
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DRY FARMING WILL

Ornamental Doors.

You can

S

i

Look over our stock and see if there isn't
something to interest you.

Windows

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

'

FQR THE HQUSE

Notice our

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

L.

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

IT WILL BE TO YOUR

UUlUil)

e

INSURANCE

IZII

His Time is Yours

d Pt ail

I

We have a very attractive list of ranches for
$700.00 and up, which should attract the
most particular buyers.
St.

-

Our Line is

j

119 San Francisco

COME IN AND GET ACQUAINTED vVITH HIM,

.

j
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S. VV. Ry, train No. 121 arriving in liawson, N, M. Ri6:15p. ill.
S. V. lly. train No. 123 leaving Dawson N M . at 9:55 a. m.
N, M, meets trains at 1'restou N. M.

as follow:

No, 8. 10 44 a. ill.
No, 1111 p, m.
Track connection with A. T. &. S. K. R.v.at Katon and Preston with O. A S. Ry. at
lies Moines K. I', S. W. Ky. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron A Northwestern at
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami. Uayado
and Red Lakes, N. M
Ute l'ark, N. M. is depot for the following stations in X. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora.
Kaldy Klnck Lakes. Cerro. Kli.'ilietlito n. Loho, Questa, Kanchos de Taos, Red
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
Daily. fKhig, tDaily except Sunday
No.
No.

1. 4.48 a. ni.
7. 6 49 p. ill.

2-

J. VAN HOUTEN,

J. DEDMAN,

York-town- .

V. P. & G. M.,
Raton, N. f

Superintendent,

Ratun, N. M.

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,
Raton, N. M.
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s.s.s.is a certain cure

For Old Sores, Because It Cured Me Of a Bad
Ulcer, On Which Other Treatments Had No Effect."

2 55

l'assenuei- trains arrive and depart from DeMolnes
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contaminated.
There is a simple way to cure old sores, and it is the only way
External applications of lini
emove the cause from the circulation.
ments, plasters, lotions, salves, etc., can never produce a cure, because
;uch treatment does not reach the blood, where the cause is located.
is

S. S. heals old sores
I can truthfully say S. S. S. is a certain cure
it is the greatest of all blood
Old Sores, because it cured me of a bad
for
circula'the
Hirifiers; it goes into
ulcer, on which other treatments had no eCoct.
Five years ago a running sore came on my
ion and removes the cause from
limb. I tried everything I could hear of, but
V hen the blood has
.he blood.
the sore grew worse. Even the doctors could
een purified there is no longer not heal it. A friend finally told rne to try
S. S. S., so I did and in the meantime wrote
my inflammatory impurity or you for advice. I followed your instructions
nfectious matter to irritate the and toolt S. S. S. regularly. My leg bejan to
improve, gradually the place healed over and
place, and nature causes the natbegan to look healthy, and finally the sore
ural and certain healing of the was cured entirely. I believe S. S. S. to be
the best blood purifier one can use. I gladly
leer. WhenS.S.S. has cleansed
recommend it as a cure for sores and ulcers.
A. S. LACY.
he blood and the place is once
Rockford, Wash.
L
surface
a
is
not
it
nore well,
old
jure, every vestige of the
and
the place is solidly and firmly healed
out
:ause has been driven
from the bottom to the surface. S. S. S. is made entirely of healing.
It
no trace of mineral.
cleansing roots, herbs and barks, and contains
as
effective
s a medicine adapted to persons of any age, and is just
middle
or
aged.
the
with
as
old
.vith the
young
Under the purifying and tonic effects of S. S. S. the system 13
ouilt up, and those whose health has been weakened by the drain of an
old sore will be doubly benefited by its use. It you wish to know anywill
answer
you fully,
thin? sDecially about your case write us. We
for either
no
Ulcers
and
on
Sores
charge
book
send
our
also
will
and
TEE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
book or advice.

f.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Feto El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New

Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO

CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso & Southwestern System

The Best Route

East or West

-

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El Paso Texas.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

THE

Palace.

DENVER

HI

GRANDER. R.

ffiwl

tap

ONE WAY SECOND
CLASS COLONIST FARE
OF

O

FROM
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
TO

Stations in British

Columbia,

California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon & Washington
SELLING

and Mrs. Powell Stackhouse,
San Antonio, Tex.; Xelson L. Le-Grand, Albuquerque; W. M. Baxter,
Jr., Red River; F. Butler, J. W. Bailey,
Mr.

DATES

Match 1st. to April J5th

1

E. F. Graff, A. W. Pauen, H. v. Dye,
A. M. Smiley. M. A. Haynes, Denver;
J. A. Murray, Chicago; R. S. Hickey,
Xew York; Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Stewart, Sturgeon, Mo.; A. B. Egan,

Claire.
E. Murray, El Paso; Fred T. Mos- ley, Dallas, Tex.; J. B. Crist, Monroe;
Miss Ola Gilbert, Moriarty; W. H. Lee,
Denver; Mina Melchrest, Colorado
Springs; Dr. T. A. Yoakum, Cerrillos;
C. B. Stubblefield, Las Vegas; J. B.
Robertson, Pueblo; Lawrence Xolau,
Chromo.
Gregg's.
B. E, Engle, Dallas, Tex.; Mr. and
Mrs. A. Chapman, Cheyenne, Wyo.; C.
S. Weber, St. Joseph, Mo.; George P.
Learnard, Albuquerque,
Coronado.
Bruce
E. G. Shane, Albuquerque;
Innice, Willard.
C.

MONUMENTS TO POLISH
HEROES DEDICATED.

President Unveils Memorial to Pu
laski and Secretary of War That
of Kosciusczko.
D.

DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO

VIA

Two

C, May
Washington,
monuments to the memory and deeds
of Pulaski and Kosciusczko, the Polish
heroes, both of whom fought and one
of whom died that liberty in America
11.

and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN
Leaves EI Paso's 00a. m,
Arrives Santa Fe 9.45 p. m.

Close connections at El Paso for points in California, Southern New Mexico and Arizoi a

St

E. P. & S W and Rock Island trains carry Sleeping and Chair Cars.

For information regarding freight and passenger rates, service, etc.
Call at City Ollice Iaughlin P.lk.or Phone 145.
No trouble to answer questions.

J. G.

&

2

'"
sjj,''""

Fassenger Agent.

ind merchants; good everywhere. We
New Mexica. Printing
sell them at 5 cents in took form.
will
of
has on hand a large supply
if you are in need of anything, try
pads and tablets suitable for icbool
work, the desk, and also ror lawyers a New Mexican Want Ad.

CHICAGO

$50.35
$44.35
$35.35
$21.10
$18.15
$16.15
$52.45
$50.35

ST. LOUIS
KANSAS CITY

DENVER
COLO. SPRINGS
UEBLO
MEXICO CITY
ST. PAUL MINN

Return Limit, Oct. 31st, 1910.
$35.20
restored to liberty by the Emperor LOS ANGELES
Paul two years later.
SAN FRANCISCO $45.20
Alexander in 1S14, refused to grant SAN
DIEGO,
$35.20
an amnestv to Poles in foreign lands
Kosciusczko
constitution
to
make
and
SAN FRANCISCO $60.90

al king of Poland, and for the remaind
er of his life he lay aside his sword
One Way iii
PORTLAN t or SKATTLK
and lived the peaceful life of a farm
er in France until he was killed when
his horse plunged over a presipice, On Sale July 2ad to 8th, Sept
The Emperor Alexander later moved 1st to th, tSept, L'4th to 30th.
his body to Crawcow and had it laid Return limit 3 momths not to
beside John Sohieski.
xceei Oct 31st, 1910.

might live, were dedicated here today.
The time of the dedications was so arranged that President Taft could attend each.
while the President made the prin- cipal address at the unveiling ot the
monument to Pulaski, which stands in
the triangle at 13th street and Penn- syivania avenue, secretary ot war
Dickinson was making the principal
address at the Kosciusczko statute in

FIFTY CELESTIALS DEPORTED
FROM LONE STAR STATE

PORTLAND

Had Been Smuggled Across the Mexi
can Border But Were Caught By
Vigilant Inspectors.

On SaJe, May 28th to

San Antonio, Texas, May 11. Fifty
sons of the Celestial empire were de
ported from Texas last Sunday and
are now on tflieir way to San Francis
co, from whence they will be shipped
to China. All of them were captured
by federal officers along the Mexican
border over which they had been
smuggled.

Low Summer

The consignment

represents

the

SEATTLE

$55,00
Juue, 3rd.

July yth to 16th.

Return limit 3 months.

Tourist Rates
To Many other points
in the United States

and Canada.

work of the immigration autihorities
for the last sixty days and is the sec
ond largest ever made. Although ev
SCOTTISH RITES REUNION
erything possible is being done to
crush the illicit importation of Chinamen from Mexico a brisk revival in
Santa Fe, N, M.
the traffic has taken place. A recent
investigation has revealed a new lac
tor which the United States author!
ties will have to contend with. It ap
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
Lafayette park opposite the White pears that now the Chinese registry
make an open rate of one and one
on
third fare from all points in New
are
certificates
Polforged
being
J.
of
F.
the
House, and
Smulski,
Mexico to
large scale. In a printing establish
ish National Alliance made an
ment at Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, across
The monument to Pulaski was erect- - the river from El Paso, Texas, were
DATES OF SALE
ed bv an act of Congress, but the ,1UU11U !)liues 110111 wnlcn lnese cerun
same
been
In
had
the
printed.
tat,,a tn vn!nian,irn i o tfi t thJcates
May 21st, to 24th inclusive
nation from th Polish v.onni A ' establishment was discovered a com
RETURN LIMIT,
te photographic outfit which made
liance and other organizations of
MAY
28th 1910
i
l'ossible to attach the necessary
i
PoIps whn
tht i,
f
cer
the
Come to Santa Fe. The Rate
the free republic for which their dis-- 1
otgrf,ht,o ,the hold,er Two
promimv,
t
....4.
is Open to Everboby
tio.tci,..u
urns.
chinese merchants were arrested
was a double significance to the im- - Lnd
indicted in connection with this
veiling oi me monument to Kosciuscz- - Iriisrnvpw
th
ko, for it marked the opening here to- - !cated.
ATLANTIC CITY N. J.
Many of the CWnarnen deport- ,
i.
ea nem certincates originating from
A,cn.,
m audio, wiucu uiousauus the counterfeit
plates but it is esti- of Poles from all over the United mated that several
hundred others, if
States have come.
not thousands, are still at liberty.
The purpose of the congress is to
discuss in all its phases the condition
GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
NOTICE.
of the Polish nation, to acquire fami-larit- y
of Territorial Engineer.
Department
with the needs of the Polish
Number of application 108.
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
national life and find ways and means
Santa Fe, N. M., April 12, 1910.
of fulfilling them.
Notice is hereby given that on the
Dates of Sale
The ceremonies which preceded the 6th
day of April, 1910, in accordance
dedication of the statues were long with section 26,
Irrigation Law of
planned and very elaborate. A mil- - 1907, W. A. Williams of Kennedy,
Return Limit
ltary .parade in which all the regular county of Santa Fe, Territory of New
j
troops stationed at Fort Myer as well Mexico, made an application to the
as the National Guard of the District Territorial
Engineer of New Mexico,
of Columbia marched, was one of the for a permit to change the point of
Gallon address.
features. Brigadier General Tasker diversion granted under permit No.
H .Bliss, U. S. A., was in command. 108 from a point S. 23
min18
t
H.
S, LUTZ,
degrees,
Santa Fe, N. M.
In the heart of the busier section of utes E. 2061 ft.
Suclh appropriation is to be made
the city the monument to Pulaski
stands fourteen feet from the side- from NW. Cor. Sec. 2, T. 13 N., R.
walk in a triangular green. In the 9 E. to a point N. 69 degrees 35 min- saddle of a charger is mounted the
figure of the hero in the Polish Hussar uniform in which he won command
of a brigade of Washington's cavalry
for his gallant conduct at the Brandy-winPulaski always wore the uniform of his beloved fatherland, and it
D. C.
clothed his breast through three years
of valiant fighting on American soil
until he fell at the siege of SavanWorld's Sunday Schoo
nah in 1779 and died on the United
States brig of war Wasp, in the harConvention,
bor, two days after.
May 19tji-26t- h
The sculptor, Chedzinski, gathered
material for his work in Paris, Berlin
and parts of Poland and secured from
ROUND TRIP
the descendants of Pulaski a life size
painting of the hero mounted on a
From SANTA FE, N. M.
horse, done by Pulaski's sister.
DATES OP SALE
In Lafayette park, a beautiful shadMAY
14, 15,16, 17,
ed square across Pennsylvania avenue
limit June 15th.
Return
monument
White
from the
House, the
SANTA PE NEARLY ALL
to Kosciusczko with the exception of
THE WAY.
one completes the set of five planned

May 23, 24, 25

i

Santa Fe

if

vuu,uu

xu.nent
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Rod $75.10

BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE!

t

via

May 14 to 19, 1910

June 5th. 1910

OBSETS

BEST SUGAR FOR TEA AND COFFEE!

The

Effective June 1st.

WASHINGTON

iff!

EADS

City Freight

--URATES

e.

ALL POINTS EAST

Leave Santa Fe 8 45 a. m.
Arrives Kansas (Mty 6,50 P- m. next day
Arrives Ohieasto 8.20 a.m. 2nd day

o

SIMMER TOURIST

An-en-

ew IWexico Central
Leaves Santa Fe 8,45 a. m.
Arrives M Paso 10,40 p. n,,

I

A Polish soldier wounded
and falling, is being defended by a
Polish farmer with a scythe. Opposite,
an American soldier is cutting me
shackles of an American farmer which
bind him to the foreign yoke. Mount
ed on the pedestal is the statue ot
Kosciusczko, a map of West Point on
one hand, the other on his sword.
The valiant deeds of the man who
fought consistently for liberty in an
old world and a new so consistently
that he refused to lend himself to the
plans of Xapolean for the restoration
of Poland, are called by the inscriptions on the monument.
Driven to this country by an unhappy love affair, he saw the new republic established and did not return
to his native Poland until 17SG. When
Russia attacked Poland in 1792,
with 4,0011 men held Dubien-k- a
against 18,000 Russians in a famous
battle. After the second partition of
Poland in 1794 he pub himself at the
head of a national movement and was
proclaimed dictator and commander
in chief. Covered with wounds he fell
into the hands of his enemies and was
in defense.

This extract from the testimonial we publish below, will receive
the endorsement of thousands of other persons who have used S. S. S.
for sores and ulcers.
Every old sore comes from some kind of impurity in the blood.
S. S. S. cures on the simple principle of removing the cause of the sore
or ulcer and allowing nature to heal the place. When we think for a
moment we realize that every portion of the body and system is dependent on the blood; that it is the circulation which nourishes all flesh
Thus we can readily
tissues, and preserves their natural health.
fluid will infect and
vital
in
this
or
understand why impurities
poisons
.liseasethe flesh at some particular spot, and by continually discharg-n- g
It
impurities into it, keep the place open, raw or inflamed.
while
vould be against every law of reason to expect the sore to heal
he blood constantly deposits into it the infectious matter with which
t

MAY 11, 1910.

there. The others are to General La- - utes E, 1290 ft, from S. V. Cor. Sec
fayette and Count Roehambeau who U, T. 14 X. R. 9 E.
commanded the French allies at
The Territorial Engineer will take
On the remaining corner will this application up for consideration
be erected the statue of Baron Von on the 11th of July, 110, and all perSteuben. An immense statue of Gen- sons who may oppose the granting of
eral Andrew Jackson is in the center the above application must file their
of the pari'
objections substantiated with affidav- its (properly backed with application
the!
Kosciusczko is represented in
with the Territorial Engin
two
of
as
hero
the
hemispheres, umber)
figure
on
or
eer
before that date.
as Ms countrymen love io reier to
VERXOX L. SULLIVAX,
him. A man of the United States
Territorial Engineer.
with the American eagle guarding, is
On the
on the front of the pedestal.
If you want anything on earth iry
other side is the ouiline of Europe and
New Mexican Want Ad.
Asia attacked by the snake of des
potism with the Polish ea xie fighting

Company.

Railway

I

WEDNESDAY,

Faultless
in every detail.

$68.10

WEDNESDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

MAY 11, 1910.

BUILDING GOOD ROADS IN

H BO

AT LOW GOSI

Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan Tells of the Work
That Is Being Done and Has Been

tion work is done.

Picacho Hill,

surveyed and constructed or practically constructed are the Las
and Colorado States Line road
Fe road,
and the Albuquerque-Santboth of which are a part of the great
the Silver
Scenic Highway,
road and the
Vegas-Rato-

a

n

Roswell-Carrizoz-

road.
These roads that have been constructed have been either built with
convicts or through the
system as it is very difficult to measure up the construction work connected with the building of roads
when let by contract and in this other
force-accou-

Road. Built

Roswell-Carrizoz- o

construction
Before
commencing
work on the building of good roads it
was necessary to make many surveys
and determine upon the engineering
features how such work should be
done.
The commission was in the first
place handicapped through the fact
that the act provided that the money
to be used in the construction of the
good roads should be collected from a
levy of one mill which did not become
available for use until about December, 1909, but in spite of the lack of
funds many surveys were immediately commenced before the regular appropriation was available. The cost
of making these surveys was paid by

By Good

Roads Commission.

method the commission has been able
to save for the territory the contractor's profit.
The natural conditions of the territory are generally favorable for cheap
and easy maintenance of good roads
when they have been properly constructed, the rainfall being light and
the natural material good. Grades in
the mountainous country are being kept
under a nine per cent grade while in
the valleys they are much less. Permanent construction is contemplated
by the use of long life material. Sandy
stretches are macadamized by what is
called a sand-claroad bed, the road
is graded up properly and a layer of
sand and clay is mixed in proper pro- -

W A HIT Si

The law won't
let us make a larger
cigar for a nickel the

y

FOR UK NT " rooms furnished for
or light housekeeping, 212
McKcnzie St.

law of quality. Any size is
too big if the taste is wrong.
No brand is right if you
don't get the smoke you

y

Accomplished.
The Good roads commission was
created a little over a year ago by an
act of the legislature of 1909, and the
wisdom of such legislation is borne
out by the results that has been accomplished by this commission since
its creation.
The commission is composed of the
Governor, who is the chairman of the
commission, the commissioner of public lands who is the secretary and the
territorial engineer who is the engineer of the commission and under
whom the supervision of the construc-

naveliug over the road bed packs i;
down more and grinds up the finer
portion of the gravel into a cement
and practically cements the road l i
together in one solid piece thus making an excellent road bed.
The cost of constructing sand-claroads varies from two hundred to six
hundred dollars per mile according to
the distance the clay has to be drawn
and the amount of moisture there is in
the clay and sand to commence with.
Gravel roads cost about the same as
sand-claa
or
roads,
possibly
little higher. Simply grading road-- ;
over prairie lands costs from fifteen
to forty dollars per mile while grading roads over rolling country, where
there is some side hill work but which
can be done with a steel grader costs
from twenty to one hundred and fifty
dollars per mile, varying on the
natural conditions.
Solid rock in
mountainous roads cost all the way
from one thousand to several thousand dollars per mile. The most expensive road construction is where
the work has to be done by hand labor
in large
quantities such as solid
rock work. Convicts have been used
to a good advantage, the cost of boarding the convicts varying in different localities of the territory from thirty-onto thirty-fou- r
cents per day.
Bridges and culverts have been
largely made of reinforced concrete as
this material grows better by age,
while dangerous places in the mountains are protected by the use of concrete posts connected
sleel
with
chains.
The policy of said commission, judg-frowhat it lias done in the past, is
to establish a system of highways
where it. is most needed and to construct the road in the most difficult
parts on such system in a permanent
manner leaving such portions, in event
any is left, where it can be easily
completed by the counties which the
system traverses in other words, it
is demonstrating what can and should
be done in the way of building roads,
etc.
The good roads commission is also
in earnest about completing the Scenic
Highway across the Pecos forest between Santa Fe and Las Vegas, a task
of formidable magnitude, but which
when completed will give the territory
a highway second to none in the world
as to scenic beauty and attractiveness
as well as solidity and daring of construction. Even as it is now, splendid
work has been done on this roadway,
and it will some day be pointed out
with pride by every loyal New
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the flavor. It's

a mellow,
rich smoke, made of w c lima tu red tobacco, a blend
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paid:

5c
Giant Russian Sunflower
Mammoth Flat Dutch Cabbage.
5c
asure header
He
Black Spanish Winter Radish
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introduce

thoroughly

choicest garden seeds we offer in full
five cents packages for 10c, postage

e,

case.
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Cigar Co., Cleveland. O.

substantial cigar,
which suits most men down
to the last half inch. It
stands in the first rank because it is never rank.
Found in every case in
town and a Head in every
NILES

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael. Real Estate.

perience unnecessary. Sell our brands
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
for tull particulars at, once. Globe

solid,

The Clutihousc is

RKXT A well furnished fro it
with use of bath.
Lady
Inquire at office.

TO
room

CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED

of filler and wrapper that
becomes a harmony the
moment it is lighted. A
value that five cents seldom
gets a full-she,

St-

FOH RENT Five room house on
Lower San Francisco street. Inquire,
at 'J IS San Francisco street.

lias

mm pi

dress making
San Fran- -

:;::i

the Perfecto il nrt

1

Cuban Queen Watermelon
Best Sugar Parsnip
Purple Top Globe Turnip
Acme Late Tomato
Hubbard Squash
Rocky Ford Cantaloupe Musk- melon
Golden Self Bleaching Celery

5c
5c
5c
5c
5c
5c
5c

MOSER CIGAR CO., Distributor.

Telephone Main 3500

Denver, Cel.

50c

these show the largest deficiency, be- wnne s auiimonai stations had but. a
cause of the hirge normal fall there trace of precipitation. The greatest
during April. The greatest excess in amount recorded in any 24 hours was
precipitation occurred in the central .":: at Lake Alice on the Kith. The
Rio Grande valley, in MeKinley and average snowfall for the territory was
northern Colfax counties. Southern 1.7 inches. Little snow occurred in t'
counties were the dryest, as a rule, central and southern counties. The
but in these certain localities receiv- warm weather at the close of the
ed good showers.
month caused rapid melting of the We
The month was much less windy snow and rather high water in the
than usual, although high winds were streams of the northern district.:. In
common on the 3rd. 4th, Kith. 14th the Rio Grande the flood tide readied
direction the southern boundary at the ch: c of
and 21st. The prevailing
for the month was from the west. the month, fully 30 days in advance of

This excellent assortment valued at
half dollar for 10c.
With every order our 50 page cata
logue sent free. If you will send with
your order names of five of your
would be interested, we
friends
will send you a package of flower
eeds for each name.
E. WT. FEE,
W. Lead Ave.. .
Albuquerque. X. M.
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.-

-

CATRON & CATRON

....

Attorneys and
Office:

Santa Fe,

y

Counsellors-at-La-

Catron Block
New Mexico

IChas. F. Easley,

Chas. R. Easley.
Estancia.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Attorneys at Law.

c

Santa

Fe.

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Practice

in the District and Su
Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

preme

....

RENEHAN
A. B. Renehan

&

DAVIES
E. P. Davie

Attorneys-at-La-

Picture Showing How Dangerous Places Are Protected

Piece of Mountain Road Near Raton, Constructed
Convict Labor By Good Roads Commission.

APRIL WAS WARMER AND
DRYER THAN USUAL.
General Summary of Climatic Conditions During the Past Month in
the Territory of New Mexico.

Sunshine was somewhat deficient, due
to the many partly cloudy and cloudy
days during the first half of the month.
For the territory as a whole the average number of clear days was 17,
partly cloudy 9 and cloudy 4.

Temperature.

i

With

Practice in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
Office in Catron Block.
specialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
G. W.

PRICHARD

Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
the usual season. At the diversion
dam Fort Selden, 9,000 second feet and gives special attention to cases
were reported passing over on the before the Territorial Supreme Court.
30th of the month. The average num Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
ber of days with 0.01 inch or more
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
precipitation for the territory was
three. The average precipitation for
Attorneys-at-Lathe districts was as folows: No.
Practice in the District Courts as
1.03 inches; No. S, 0.54 inch and No. well as before the Supreme Court of
9, 0.51 inch.
the territory.
Las Cruces, - - - New Mexico
CHARLES E. LINNEY.

The mean temperature for the terThe month of April averaged somedetermined from the records of
ritory,
what above the normal temperature 72
stations
having a mean altitude of
fei?
although there was but one period of about 5,000 feet, was 51!. 4 degrees, or
pron.ounced warm weather. Nearly all 1.5 degrees above the normal, and 2.0
Section Director
of the territory enjoyed this excess in ,
aboye thg mejm temperatlire
degreeg
C. W. G. WARD
temperature, a deficiency appearin of April, 1909. The highest local
.
i,r r
TO
Territorial
PARROTS
District Attorney
TALKING
only in central Chaves, nodthwest San
monthly mean was 64.8 degrees at
BE FARM POLICEMEN.
For
San
and Mora Counties
Miguel
western
southwest
Mora,
Miguel,
Newman, southwest Otero county,
Las Vegas,
New Mexico
Concrete Culvert, Roswell-CarrizozRoad, By Good Roads Commission.
Grant and southern Dona Ana coun
followed by t4.4 degrees at
11. John
Wash.,
ties. The greatest excess occurred m closely
Spokane,
May
The M hest recorde(1 tem.
Carlsbad
EDWARD C. WADE
the central Rio Grande valley, the
was 97 degrees at Carlsbad "Speedy" Smith, a poultry farmer on
perature
donations in. many instances and in portion and spread over the road bed San Juan
Attorney-at-Lavalley and the Frt Bayard
Placer creek, in the heart of the Coeur
Practices in the Supreme and Dis
others out of a small amount of money-lef- t in layers for a depth of eight to ten district, exceeding four degrees a day on the 29th. TheS lowest local month
mean was 35. degres at Hopewell, d'Alene mining district in northern trict Courts of the
Territory, in the
over from the El Camino Real inches, each layer being packed thor at Socorro and Fort Bayard and touch- ly
and the lowest recorded was one de Idaho, Qias stationed several talking Probate Court and before the U. S.
fund, thus, by the time the first ap- oughly. This material makes a hard ing four degrees a day at Dulce.
above zero at Fort Union on the parrots as
policemen on his ranch to Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Two periods of low temperature oc- gree
propriation was available construction surface and wears well, the sand re
ICth. The greatest local range in tem
off hawks and mountain rats, Offices.
drive
work was started on several differ- lieving the sticky qualities of the clay curred; the first, from the 3rd to the
perature was 78 degrees at Ft. Union,
Las Cruces
New Mexico
ent roads.
when wet and the clay itself binding the '0th, and the second, from the 13th to and the lesat 56 at Fort Bayard, while and raids on his pens are now things
the
latter
the
proving
ICth,
probably
Since this commission was created sand particles together making a solid
the greatest daily range in tempera-atur- e of the past. The parrots take kindly
WILLIAM
it has actually surveyed and platted mass unaffected by temperature or the coldest day of the month, for the
was 56 degrees at Logan on the to the work and by their screeching
damand
.
.
.
whole.
as
Severe
a
n
t
f
territory
over four hundred miles of road, ex- moisture.
oth. The average temperature for the ii.
uiey nave lorcea tine birds of prey
on
and Land Law.
amined into various roads amounting
districts was as follows: No. 7 and rodents to give the ranch a wide Taog Mining
Where limestone gravel is abundant aging frosts occurred generally
New Mexico
latter
the
5th
and
prov
the
16th,
4th,
to something like one thousand miles road beds are made of this material,
(Canadian and Northwest) 52.8 de- berth. The rats were the worst pests
of
the
severe
because
ing
especially
in
the the grade being constructed first, then
and has actually constructed
grees; No. S (Pecos and Rio Grande) and their raids cost Smith hundreds
W. A. FLEMING JONES
of dollars, getting into the chicken
neighborhood of one hundred miles of a coating of limestone gravel being advanced stage of fruit trees, early and No. 9 (Western) 53.7 degrees.
continued
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road.
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U. S. Commissioner for the Third
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until
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from
determined
the
records
16th
the
territory,
little damage resulted after
rots in the chicken yards and pens, Eastern and local bank references.
A few warm days occurred during the of 133 stations, was 0.61 inch, or 0.10 not a hawk or a rat has been seen Las Cruces
New Mexico
first and second decades, but the inch below the normal, and 0.32 inch auu uuiui oeneves ne nas solved a
warm period of the month came in the greater than the precipitation of problem that has given poultry farm
R. W. W1TTMAN
third decade, the temperature raising April, 1909. The greatest local month- ers m the mountain districts much
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ORANGES

Save 1 da wrappers from our Oranges send
cent stamps and wrappers to California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago 111., ud get a nice
Silver Plated Orange Spoon.
6--

Fresh every day. picked ripe shipped on ice, line
flavor 15c. Everything the market a fiords in vePhone Ho.

d

1

Fifty Yg&sg
the Standard
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getables.
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STRAWBERRIES
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GROCERY AND BAKERY
20 to 60c a d
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Valentine Montoya and Juan MontoyaRomero; and one aaugnu'r,
n- c
n.1 tlL-Durau. '1 no iuunai
quia
From
Two.)
Haqe
(Continued
tomorrow
morning
7
o'clock
place at
Merritt's t Creamery Butter, lb. from
Interment will be
Cathedral.
the
33c. Today only. F. Andrews.
in the National cemetery.
Candelario's Curio Store This store made
will lie open in llle evening as there SIXTEEN SENTENCED TO
THE PENITENTIARY.
are many tourists in uhe city these
-days.
Las Cruces, N. T., May 11. After
court
are
to
dardens
reaay
The Claiviiil.m
30 davs of the Dona Ana district
"Mothcarnations
for
white
Parker
W.
adjourned
Frank
supply
Judge
so
er's Day."
the "tribunal Monday, until June,
liold
to
Be
to
Held.
Contest
Las
to
Vegas
could
go
he
Eowling
that
The Santa Fe lire department and court there. Many criminal cases has
i. ..i
tothe Lightning Express will meet
Inor as vet ueen icaucu.
for
a
of
series
The trial of David ami Avemio
night in the first game
The
in
bowling.
charged with the murder of
championship
the
Tenacio Pena, attracted more atten
winner challenges all teams.
ofh-- i
F. Andrews' Change of Ad Atten- tion and took more time than any
occubeen
having
tion is culled to the change of adver- er case, ten days
tisement of F. Andrews in today's is- pied.
The jury returned a verdict of not
sue. It tells how to get a silver plated
in "the case of Avelino Guada-ramfree.
guilty
orange spoon
a verdict of murder in the
but
Cc
New cabbage per lb
23c second degree in the case of David
Bermuda onions, 41bs
was ov:)3c whose motion for a new trial
Bananas dozen
of senarrest
in
motion
A
23c erruled.
Large lemons, dozen
term.
the
June
to
continued
was
tence
33c
".Merritt's Best" Butter, lb
was"
bond.
denied
13c The prisoner
;Fine Fresh Tomatoes, lb
'....23c Sixteen prisoners were sentenced to
Cucumbers, :! for
Don't forget our bakery goods, every the penitentiary, as follows:
Jose Gill, larceny of horses, jury
thing first class and a large variety.
trial; one year in the territorial pris-- i
F. ANDREWS.
nue.
Change in Funeral Plans Owing to on ana a
Esequiel Rodriguez, assault to kill,
a change in the plans of the funeral
motion for new trial
of the late Thomas W. Enos, brief ser-- 1 iurv trial euilty;
to one year at i
,
nvKvrnierl
sentenced
vices were
COStlabr a"?
U. S. Indian industrial school, after i1
Fernando
larcenj, pleaded
to the
which the remains were shipped
to one eai and
.
sentenced
tv,
gui
old home of the deceased m Illinois
osts"
for interment
k 'faraio Romero, larceny of goats
Need of a Y. M. C. A. Here Several
.,.
oto,nH tn nM
business men stated today that in
and costs; sentence
school
in
reform
view of the proposed visit here Satur- suspended.
ot the . M C. A at Las egas, et-burglary, jury trial,)
torts should be made at once to arouse
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e have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroid
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE
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EUGENIO ROMERO
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MEXICO CENTRAL
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Old Soldiers to Turn Out Justice
Garcia announced today that all the
old soldiers in the city will be asked
to turn out tomorrow at the funeral
of Mr. Montoya, the veteran who died
yesterday at the ripe age of 8.3 years,
The veterans will report at. the Mon-- .
toyo residence at 6 a. m. and then
march to the Cathedral at 6:30 a. m.
The funeral will take place at 7
o'clock. Mr. Montoya was a member
of company C, 4th Regiment
New
Mexico Volunteers.
Perfecto
Dead Perfecto
Montoya
V. ,
i ,
an om
souuer died jestei-- j
n
1,
Ul uiu aSK tU.
uis noiiie ou naan
i' rancisco street.
He was 8 years
of ae- - Born in Xew Mexico, he lived
through the stirring days the pioneers
in this country saw, and when the
Civil war broke out he went to the
front- - He remained here after the
war ani followed the occupation of a
farmer. Surviving him are two sons;
1

and costs.
sentenced
Arel-- ' ly weapon, pleaded guilty;
,
Q BaWonado and Alberto
to one year and costs.
d jointly with assault with;
a
Maximiano Rominez, wife beating,
,.,., .
:
.
.
enilt.v : sentenced to one year
nlpnderi
ty; .sentenced to an indeterminate 'and costs- nf nfl tn twn vpnrs nA
OilUlUb 1 flics,
iii; nuic aim
'ears, pleaded guilty, sentenced to three
nionl!hs in tail.
Xabor, larceny; Aguilar enters plea of
larceny, jury trial;
to
one
sentenced
is
year
and
guilty
months iii jail and
to
sentenced
three
and costs. Candalaria Aguilar nolle costs.
prossed.
Candelaria Aguilar suspended sen- THE MEANEST MAN.
NEWSBOY BEWARE!
tence of one year in the penitentiary
The meanest man is temporarily in
put into operation on account of bad
'Santa Fe. Where lie came from or
behavior.
Jesus Apodaca, larceny
pleaded where he is going is not known to
guilty; sentenced to from two to fivejtihe writer. It is hoped that he will
not regain in Santa Fe. because it is
years and a $300 fine and costs.
Clemente Najor, assault to kill, .feared that if he should remain here
the nroverbial conners on the eves of
nie,.d(i enjnv. three years.
geferino Morales larcenv, jurv trial, ' the deceased negro would be in danger
of being "lifted.
sentence of three to five years
Yps hp i5 hprp anrl this is
pneta
Teodora Salcido, assault to rape, did.
jury trial, sentenced to one year audi At about 5:30 p. m. yesterday he
costs.
called a small boy, a very small boy,
Santiago Telles, larceny of mules,) mere infant, wlho was selling papers,
pleaded guilty, sentenced to five years to his side and taking the proffered
and $300 fine and costs.
paper from the child braced himself
Francisco Ortiz, armed with a dead-- 1 against the wall and began reading,
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Free bowling on Sunday
and Tuesday at the Smoker.

YRDONHICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW

inleiTin m lcG

a
needj
such an institution very much, if only
the
for
club and gymnasium features",
3(1111

COAL YARD

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

Food
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while the impatient and innocent paper seller stood by waiting for the
coveted nickle. Did he get it you ask?
Not on your life! After reading the
to want-ad- ,
he
paper from head-lin- e
and
folded
it
graciously
up
calmly
passed it back to the disappointed
youngster without even a "thank
you." This monumental IT then
walked into the nearest saloon and
spent fhe child's money for whisky.
What do you know about that? Is it
He?
BIDS FOR NEW MEXICO
PENITENTIARY SUPPLIES.
Bids for supplies for the New Mexico Penitentiary for six months ending
November 30th, 1910, will be opened
and awarded by the Board of Commissioners, on Friday,. June 3d, 1910. All
samples must be delivered at the office
of the superintendent, not later than
9 a. m., June 3d.
and
Specifications
proposal blanks will be furnished on

application

to

the

superintendent,

New Mexico penitentiary, Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
Very truly yours,
CLEOFES ROMERO,

Superintendent.
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2000 Phamplets Mailed to Good Dressers
1

--

Read Them

"MAY WE
TAILOR YOU?"

Good Tailoring has been the making of many a Man.
A man always succeeds better always get more of the
things he goes after when he is well tailored, than when
he is carelessly dressed.
MAKING CLOTHES

1

.

WN
MMIliWk

GOOD TAILORING
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IS A TRADE!
IS

AN ART!

Our sort of Tailoring wins and holds the patronage of
the best Dressers in this locality We win by the force
of the merit of our work; Our Cutter is an Artist and
our tailors are the most skillfull craftsmen that money
can employ.
With-al- l
our prices are not unreasonable when we say

V

$18.00, $22.50, $25.00 $27.50
$30.00, $32.5U and $35.00
for suits or overcoats of the newest patterns in all wool
fabrics, and styles.

t

These Prices will run for

I

only

COME EARLY AND TAKE FIRST CHOICE

